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Introduction: 
 
   In recent movies reaching a large public across the world, at the forefront Peter 

Jackson in his trilogies movies of The Lord Of The Rings and The Hobbit, elves are 

portrayed in a manner that is now dominant in the public imagination. They are 

tall,  beautiful, most sophisticated and with the tell-tale pointed ears. They are 

very different from the elves most prominent merely a century ago, minuscule in 

size and their behavior mischievous and playful. The much more serious 

appearance is viewed as an original creation by J.R.R. Tolkien for his books, 

which Peter Jackson fixed visually and lent future generations. Elves are no more 

seen with butterfly wings. They are cold towards people yet attractive, and 

Tolkien, not content with giving elves a body and temperament completely 

different to what was expected before, gave them a history, language and 

mythology fitting his own Middle-Earth. However, this novel view of elves is not 

in essence Tolkien’s creation but his interpretation of medieval sources. These 

origins are located in ancient Nordic mythology. They were preserved in 

manuscripts, even though they were written down centuries after the Christian 

conversion. In these texts on parchment, what elves are, especially in relation to 

dwarves, is not expressed clearly, but while Christianity altered these creatures’ 

nature, the manuscripts preserved the older ideas they represented. Tolkien 

when writing his own mythology went to these Nordic sources and other 

medieval sources and far from giving elves a new revolutionary appearance 

described them as close as he could to their first form. What information was 

missing from these texts, he invented, thereby creating a new kind of elves, even 

with its language for them. Since his book publications, and even more since the 

start of the 21st century, elves have taken their new shape and to inspire many 

authors, making them live new adventures worthy of the ancient stories and past 

glory, each book bringing its own influence and ideas for future writers. 
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I. The Origins 
 
A. The Texts 
 
   The first mention of elves in Norse mythology that are attested as such are in 

the two texts from the 12th or 13th centuries, the latter attributed to the Icelandic 

writer and politician Snorri Sturluson (1170’s- 1241), the Poetic Edda and the 

Prose Edda (or Snorra Edda), although the mythology put onto parchment is 

often believed to originate in a time before the Christian conversion of Iceland 

around the year 1000. The Snorra Edda is composed of four texts: a prologue, 

Gylfaginning, Skáldskaparmál and Háttatal. The older version in verses was 

written in the forms of different poems and lays. Snorri and the Poetic Edda 

compiler do not mention their sources and where they came from in terms of 

traditions, and as such the texts can be subjected to many interpretations and 

meanings. Elves were indeed part of the folklore and traditions he used, but what 

texts make of them is fraught with ambiguity1. 

 

B. In The Beginning Was Light 

   The word “elfe” is thought to come from “albus” meaning “white”. The root 

“albh” also means  “to be white” or “to shine”. This etymology was accepted by 

folklorists such as Jacob Grimm in his Deutsche Mythologie2.  The  term “álfr” 

occurs the most often in the Poetic Edda 3.  In the stanzas 159-160 of Hávamál 

“æsir” and “álfar” occur together 14 times4. In Sigrdrífumál’s stanza 185, and in 

Skírnismál’s stanzas 17 and 186, “elves” occur more than “vanir”. In the 143th 

                                                        
1 Hall Alaric, Elves In Anglo-Saxon England: Matters Of Belief, Health, Gender And 
Identity (Woodbridge, England: The Boydell Press, 2007), pp. 23-24. 
2 Lecouteux Claude, Les Nains Et Les Elfes Au Moyen-Age (Paris, France: Editions 
Imago, 1988), p.122. 
3 Hall Alaric, Elves In Anglo-Saxon England: Matters Of Belief, Health, Gender And 
Identity, p. 24. 
4 Larrington Carolyne (translation), The Poetic Edda (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1996), p. 37. 
5 Ibid, p. 168. 
6 Ibid, p. 64. 
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stanza of Hávamál7, all the races are listed in order to describe the various runes 

in existence, and the Æsir, elves, dwarves, and jötnar are mentioned. In 

Alvíssmál8, elves are mentioned 10 times, and the Vanir 9, and seem to be listed 

as separate and distinct peoples. Worse for the elves, their name is right next to 

foul creatures like the jötnar and dwergar. Ten times in all records are elves 

directly associated with the jötnar and such monsters, as in the Beowulf 

manuscript in which elves are associated with giants. More confusing, in the 

Völuspá that starts with the making of the world, elves are not mentioned in this 

creation. Also worse for them, dwarves are however, and some bear names with 

the term “elf”, making these names and their significance most intriguing9. 

 

  C.  Luminous Glittering Jewels 

    The Poetic Edda contains yet another interesting reference to elves albeit as 

the others not extremely clear. It is within the Lay Of Volund or Völundarkviða. 

The stanzas tell of three brothers, Slagfiðr, Egill and Völundr, the latter being 

referred to as “prince of the elves10” whom took as wives swan-maidens by 

means of stealing their feather disguises.  After seven years of living with them 

they left once they found the hidden swan cloaks, thus making Völundr’s two 

brothers go out and search for their wives, while himself stayed at his forge and 

made beautiful creations to bring her back, including a ring. A king named 

Níðuðr captured him, cut his hamstrings and gave the forged ring to his 

daughter, making him work as a slave. Völundr took revenge by murdering and 

mutilating the bodies of Níðuðr’s two sons and by raping his daughter, to then fly 

away11. An elf forging a ring shall inspire an English author described below. 

However if Völundr is a very talented being and has much knowledge in the 

powerful attraction of jewels, his reactions in revenge are very human. It should 

be noted though that he and his brothers must have been very handsome for 

swan-maidens to stay with them and King Níðuðr’s daughter to be seduced, 

although stealing away the ways of flight of the swan-maidens and making a 

beautiful jewel are powerful albeit false methods of seduction. Regarding the 

latter, Völundr has a fairly simple conception of affection for he thinks jewels 

                                                        
7 Ibid, p. 35. 
8 Ibid, pp. 110-113. 
9 Ibid, pp.  4-6. 
10 Ibid, p. 104. 
11 Ibid, pp. 102-107. 
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shall bring back his loved one which he kept by force. It becomes more 

interesting if assuming that perhaps it is Völundr that is obsessed by jewels and 

thinks all others are as well and not only King Níðuðr and his family. Light is here 

important not only in the jewels forged by Völundr but also in the whiteness of 

the swan cloaks and his own flight into the air, towards the sky that is the sun 

and light.  

 

D. Heimr Sweet Heaven 

   The Prose Edda contains more descriptions of elves12 and counts them among 

the most ancient beings in Norse mythology. Indeed, so ancient that the creation 

of the world happened shortly before the birth of their race. In Gylfaginning, the 

gods or Æsir created the different worlds and they had Ásgarðr for themselves. 

One world is called Álfheimr, which suggests a link with the elves, and light elves 

are its inhabitants as Snorri writes13. Elsewhere in Gylfaginning, the same text, a 

place named Víðbláinn is said to be their home. It is the highest of three heavens 

and only elves reside in this location14. It is also stated in Grímnismál in the 5th 

stanza that Álfrheimr was given to the god Freyr by the Æsir as “tannfé”15 or 

“tooth-gift”16. Freyr was a god as well, of the Vanir tribe. He came to Ásgarðr with 

his father and sister as hostage after the war opposing the two families of gods. 

His father is Njord, a possible avatar of the Earth Mother goddess Nerthus17, 

ruler of the seas, the patron of sailing and fishing. His sister is Freya, goddess of 

love. Freyr is a fertility god and has under his power rain and sunshine and is 

useful in asking for good crops and peace.  Riches of men are also his dominion, 

along with elves18.  Interestingly, Freyr’s servant is named Skírnir which means 

“shining”. 

 

                                                        
12 Hall Alaric, Elves In Anglo-Saxon England: Matters Of Belief, Health, Gender And 
Identity, p. 24. 
13 Snorri Sturluson (translated by Anthony Faulkes), Edda (London: Everyman, 
1995), p. 19. 
14 Ibid, p.20. 
15 Gísli Sigurðsson (explanations by), Eddukvaeði (Reykjavík: Íslensku 
bókaklúbbarnir, 2001), p. 72. 
16 Gunnell Terry, How Elvish Were the Álfar in Constructing Nations, 
Reconstructing Myth: Essays In Honour Of T.A. Shippey edited by Andrew Wawn, 
vol. 9, Making the Middle Ages (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols, 2007), p. 122. 
17 Lecouteux Claude, Les Nains Et Les Elfes Au Moyen-Age, p.124. 
18 Snorri Sturluson (translated by Anthony Faulkes), Edda, p.24. 
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   According to the Snorra Edda, the making of the world was achieved by the 

Æsir after the giant Ymir was murdered by them. In order to hide their crime, the 

Æsir dismembered the body and with the various pieces created the world. Ymir 

was dead, but a world had been created, albeit the gods being murderers and the 

maggots feasting upon the remains became dwarves19.  Following a very loose 

interpretation by Edouard Brasey, they lied about their awful deed as well, but 

there were witnesses in the shape of the worms and maggots that feasted on the 

corpse whom knew better. Some dived into the earth, but others shunning the 

dark and cold reached more towards the light. To make them stay quiet about 

what they had done, the Æsir gave them human form. Dark elves and light elves 

regarding their light or dark affinities were thus born20 Light Elves or “Ljósálfar” 

are said to be “fairer than the sun to look at21” or “ Ljósálfar eru fegri en sól 

sýnum22”. Finnur Jónsson’s older version goes as such: “Liosalfar erv fegri in sol 

synum23”. In Skáldskaparmál, Snorri also uses the expression “alfröðull” which 

implies an affinity with light24 as furthermore the term “elf” is also more directly 

connected to the sun itself, also called an “elf-disc”25 or in another translation 

“elf-wheel26”. The term comes back in the 4th stanza of Skírnismál27 and the 47th 

stanza of Vafþruðnismál28.  

 

 

 

                                                        
19 Ibid. ,pp. 11-13 and 16-17. 
20 Brasey Edouard, Fées Et Elfes, Flammarion (Paris, France: Pygmalion, 1999), 
pp. 37-38. 
21 Snorri Sturluson (translated by Anthony Faulkes), Edda, p. 19. 
22 Snorri Sturluson and Magnús Finnbogason, Edda Snorra Sturlusonar 
(Reykjavík: Bókaverzlun Sigurðar Kristjánssonar, 1952), p. 31. 
23 Snorri Sturluson and Finnur Jónsson, Edda Snorra Sturlusonar ved Finnur 
Jónsson (København: Gydendalske Boghandel, Nordisk Forlag, J. Jørgensen & CO, 
1921), p. 25. 
24 Hall Alaric, Elves In Anglo-Saxon England: Matters Of Belief, Health, Gender And 
Identity, pp. 24 and 26. 
25 Snorri Sturluson (translated by Anthony Faulkes), Edda, pp. 57 and 90. 
26 Gunnell Terry, How Elvish Were the Álfar in Constructing Nations, 
Reconstructing Myth: Essays In Honour Of T.A. Shippey Edited by Andrew Wawn, p. 
122. 
27 Gísli Sigurðsson (explanations by), Eddukvaeði, p. 86. 
28 Ibid, p. 67. 
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E. A Superior Race But Hardly Distinctive 
 
   The list of creatures in Hávamál mentioned above not only shows the Vanir 

absent, but this list strongly seems to be in hierarchical order as well.  But in the 

case of Alvíssmál, is the elves’ location just for poetic rhyme or even contrast? Or 

maybe are those the first signs of the elves’ downfall? Unfortunately, the other 

poems can be most misleading. For example, in the Völuspá or “Witch’s 

Prophecy”, the 12th, and 16th stanzas contain the names of dwarves, names that 

are “Vindálfr” and “Gandálfr” and even “Álfr” and “Yngvi”, and therefore contain 

the word “elf”29, names that are  translated from the old Norse texts as “Wind-

elf”, “Staff-elf”, “Elf” and “Yngvi” 30. However, they are dwarves, and called as 

such.  Why don’t dwarves and jötnar have the names of their races at the end of 

their own names?31  Or perhaps they are dark elves’ names. But what would 

differentiate light elves’ names from dark elves’ names?  

   In Völundarkviða, Völundr is a most accomplished smith, bringing his 

misfortune, and bears the title of prince of the elvish people. But of course what 

it exactly means is not explained. Völundr is called elf three times, which makes 

clear his blood relationship with these creatures. He takes as a wife a swan-

maiden, a fair being closely related to Freya, herself a Vanir and thus linked to 

elves. However, the logical implications stop there. Völundr, as a member of the 

elves princely court if indeed he is, should live in Ásgarðr with Freyr. His great 

talent resides in forging, an occupation much more a specialty of dwarves32. 

Unless the very word “elf” is merely an analogy, there just for poetic and 

mythological reference, Völundr being a hero all too human33.  The “álfa ljóði34” 

in stanzas 10 and “vísi álfa35” in stanzas 13 and 31 could respectively mean “ 

prince of the elves” and “lord of the elves”, but also “leader/wise one of the elves” 

                                                        
29 Sigurður Nordal (explanations), Völuspá (Reykjavík: Helgafell, 1952), pp. 67 
and 69. 
30 Larrington Carolyne (translation), The Poetic Edda, pp. 5-6. 
31 Hall Alaric, Elves In Anglo-Saxon England: Matters Of Belief, Health, Gender And 
Identity, p. 37. 
32 Lecouteux Claude, Les Nains Et Les Elfes Au Moyen-Age, pp. 132 and 135. 
33 Hall Alaric, Elves In Anglo-Saxon England: Matters Of Belief, Health, Gender And 
Identity, p.42. 
34 Gísli Sigurdsson (explanations by), Eddukvaeði, p. 148. 
35 Ibid, pp. 148 and 153. 
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and “warrior/man/leader of the elves” and not necessarily a member of the 

elvish clan himself. Interestingly, “vísi álfa” is used only by King Níðuðr, the first 

time interpreted possibly as having an elf as a slave, the second as asking for 

forgiveness but this could be simply a title36. Between honorific names and 

dwarvish activities, this mention of elves does not answer any questions, just 

begs for more. Of course, these interpretations are based upon the assumption 

that elves are a distinct race and not merely divine like the other gods.  

 

 

F. Let There Be Light Elves And Dark Elves As Well As Divine 

Ambiguity. 

   In the Prose Edda, the description of elves has a strong resemblance with the 

Christian view of the origins of angels and demons. Light elves are surrounded 

by luminescence, and their tempers are gracious and nice. They are all fairness, 

similar to solar gods. As contrast, dark elves are mean in character, gloomy and 

dwelling in underground galleries and linked to earth divinities, which are 

sometimes even viewed as infernal37. Recognizing them is easy, they are “darker 

than pitch38” or  “dökkálfar eru svartari en bik39”, perfectly matching their living 

below ground, a far cry from the habitat and doings of light elves. Finnur 

Jónsson’s book notes: “en Davckalfar erv svartari en bik40 ”. In Gylfaginning, he 

claims the light elves’ home as Álfheimr, but later in the text mentions a place 

called Víðbláinn as their residence. It is the highest of the three skies in heaven 

and they alone live there, which makes it a very exclusive place41 as Snorri 

describes it: “there is a third heaven still further above that one, and that is called 

Vidblain, and it is in that heaven that we believe this place to be. But we believe 

                                                        
36 Hall Alaric, Elves In Anglo-Saxon England: Matters Of Belief, Health, Gender And 
Identity, pp. 41-42. 
37 Brasey Edouard, Fées Et Elfes., pp. 38-39. 
38 Snorri Sturluson (translated by Anthony Faulkes), Edda, pp. 19-20. 
39 Snorri Sturluson and Magnús Finnbogason, Edda Snorra Sturlusonar, p. 31. 
40 Snorri Sturluson and Finnur Jónsson, Edda Snorra Sturlusonar ved Finnur 
Jónsson, p. 25. 
41 Hall Alaric, Elves In Anglo-Saxon England: Matters Of Belief, Health, Gender And 
Identity, p. 24.  
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that it is only light-elves that inhabit these places for the time being42” or “en hinn 

iii. Himinn se eN vpp fra þeim, ok heitir sa ViðblaiN; ok a þeim himni hyGivm ver 

Vena stað vera, en Liosalfar einir hyGivm ver at nv byGvi þa staþi43”.   If these elves 

are so much characterized by whiteness and shine, then it implies them being 

positive and beneficial, as temper and physical appearance often go hand in hand 

in mythology.  The color white is also associated with beauty and fairness, 

reinforcing the idea that elves were more than pleasing to the eye44. However, 

their home Álfheimr’s location is not clear at all. Snorri does not give any 

precision, but it could refer to a kind of second heaven. In Christian thought it is 

called Gimlé, a wonderful place for good and rewarding souls45. Snorri was 

certainly influenced by Christianity in his writings, although it is very hard to be 

sure how much. If elves are ruled by Freyr there, as Snorri Sturluson claims, do 

they represent fertility as well? Are they gods just like Freyr, albeit under his rule 

and perhaps less powerful? The answer might lie in that the term “elves” is put 

with the names “Æsir” and “Vanir”. In Skírnismál  there is the sentence “I am not 

of the elves,  or of the sons of the Æsir, or of the wise Vanir46” or “Ég er ekki álf/ 

né ása sona/ né víssa vana47”. Does this mean the elves are neighbors of the gods? 

48 Or perhaps their closest relatives? Or merely gods belonging to another 

family? Indeed, there are clues that elves might belong to the Vanir gods’ family. 

Snorri had already used the names Vanir and Æsir and perhaps needed other 

creatures to diversify his celestial clan. “Vanr” is less used than the word “elf”. It 

is a compliment, unlike the term “jötunn”. In Gylfaginning, the gods go by the 

names of Æsir and Vanir. On the other hand, in Skáldskaparmál the terms used 

are “Aesir” and “elves” to describe the gods. If the elves and the Vanir can be 

substituted for each other, logically they are the same49. In Snorra Edda and 

Ynglingasaga from Heimskringla, another text attributed to Snorri, Freyr is part 

                                                        
42 Snorri Sturluson (translated by Anthony Faulkes), Edda, p.20. 
43 Snorri Sturluson and Finnur Jónsson, Edda Snorra Sturlusonar ved Finnur 
Jónsson, p. 26. 
44 Lecouteux Claude, Les Nains Et Les Elfes Au Moyen-Age, pp. 122-123. 
45 Ibid, p. 124. 
46 Larrington Carolyne (translation), The Poetic Edda, p. 64. 
47 Gísli Sigurðsson (explanations by), Eddukvaeði, p. 89. 
48 Lecouteux Claude, Les Nains Et Les Elfes Au Moyen-Age, p. 125. 
49 Hall Alaric, Elves In Anglo-Saxon England: Matters Of Belief, Health, Gender And 
Identity, p. 27. 
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of the Vanir higher gods, not of elves. But in the Lokasenna, the very name Vanir 

does not come up. In fact, in stanza 3250, Loki accuses the Vanir goddess Freya of 

sleeping with elves and her own family. Hierarchy still prevails, however. The 

Æsir’s name always comes first, as even Loki says in the Lokasenna51, although 

Freyr is referred to as “og pykir sá ása jarðar 52” or  “prince of the Æsir53”.  

   Other details attach Freyr to elves. An elf has the name “Ingi” or “Yngvi”, 

another name given to Freyr. In the Ynglingasaga, Yngvi has a brother called Álfr, 

according to Snorri. Another elf is named Þrór and could be linked to the verb 

“Throash”, which means “to grow” or “to prosper”, which is the role of Freyr. 

Another name is Virvir, maybe from the Latin “verpa” or “penis”.  Freyr, was 

often shown with a large phallus, as in many fertility figures. Of course, whether 

elves were gods before the apparition of Freyr in cultic worship, or did the 

worship of Freyr lead to that of elves is open to question and unfortunately 

impossible to answer54. In truth, in terms of mythology, elves are not given a full 

or precise description, neither of their appearance or their role. The few 

elements known to us have had to be guessed, adding to the frustration. Light 

elves are surely closest to the gods. The sun is sometimes called “shine of the 

elves”55. As creatures of light and fairness, elves were very averse to trash, 

pollution, and filth. Relieving oneself near a place where they lived was 

unadvisable at best. The Norse language uses the expressions: “álfrek ganga” and 

“álfrek hava” meaning “to go chase away the elf” or “relieving oneself”56.  

 

   The Ynglingasaga has however another interesting story about the blend of 

worship of elves and of historical figures. A man called Óláfr Geirstaðaálfs, or The 

Elf Of Geirstadir is known to be very handsome, just as elves are supposed to be, 

and his mother is said to come from a place called Álfheimar. Here it is hard to 

                                                        
50 Larrington Carolyne (translation), The Poetic Edda, p.90. 
51 Hall Alaric, Elves In Anglo-Saxon England: Matters Of Belief, Health, Gender And 
Identity, pp. 35-37. 
52 Gísli Sigurðsson (explanations by), Eddukvaeði, p. 127. 
53 Larrington Carolyne (translation), The Poetic Edda, p. 90. 
54 Lecouteux Claude, Les Nains Et Les Elfes Au Moyen-Age, p. 126. 
55 Ibid, pp. 121 and 123. 
56 Ibid, p. 127. 
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know where the mythology finishes and history begins57. However, their former 

importance can be glimpsed in names containing “alf”, for example “Aelbeorth” 

which means “shining elf”, and “Aelfwine” meaning “friend of elves”. In Germany, 

names as those are even more ancient and the oldest is “Albo”, dating from 

documents of around the year 700. Indeed, between 700 and 1050, many names 

appear bearing the term “elf” in it. The spouse of Pépin de Herstal from Francia 

in the 7th century was named Albhaidid. She was certainly from a high social 

class. If elves were negative, she would probably not have received such a name. 

On the other hand, no names bearing the word for “dwarf” exists, which is 

revealing of the former importance of elves and their differentiation with 

dwarves. Names for the high social classes were not given lightly as they 

conveyed importance in society. It also tied an individual to gods and spirits. If it 

was a benevolent character, the wearer of the name was put under its protection 

and watch, like a guardian angel or a saint. In Germanic and Nordic countries it 

was seen extensively, as with “Þórr”. Elves were thus in many names and 

powerful elements of Nordic mythology, wise, invulnerable and capable of 

favoring mortals 58. 

 

   The Snorra Edda does not help much. Snorri is far from being coherent in his 

writings. Confusions soon arise. Indeed, he mentions light elves, but two other 

groups: svartálfar or “black elves59” and dökkálfar or “dark elves60”. In the 16th 

chapter of Gylfaginning, he does say Álfrheimr is the dwelling light elves and that 

the world below was the home of dark elves61, but he is the only one to write 

this62 and to use such descriptive terms for elves, except black elves whom are 

mentioned in Ektors saga ok kappa hans from around 1300. However, the author 

of these dark elves could have read Snorri’s works, already in existence at this 

                                                        
57 Hall Alaric, Elves In Anglo-Saxon England: Matters Of Belief, Health, Gender And 
Identity, p. 26. 
58 Lecouteux Claude, Les Nains Et Les Elfes Au Moyen-Age, pp. 123 and 125. 
59 Snorri Sturluson (translated by Anthony Faulkes), Edda, pp. 19-20. 
60 Snorri Sturluson and Finnur Jónsson, Edda Snorra Sturlusonar ved Finnur 
Jónsson, p. 25. 
61 Snorri Sturluson (translated by Anthony Faulkes), Edda, p. 19-20. 
62 Lecouteux Claude, Les Nains Et Les Elfes Au Moyen-Age, p. 129.  
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time63. No one else talks of it. Snorri gives a precision saying that those dark 

elves are as black as soot, but nothing useful in differenciating black and dark 

elves. It is most unclear. Black elves are mentioned in the 34th stanza of 

Gylfaginning64, in which Odin sends Skírnir, a servant of Freyr, to Svartálfheimr. It 

is the world of dark elves, but these creatures are sought to forge the magical 

chain that shall bind the demonic wolf Fenrir. Nonetheless, not only is this work 

more done by dwarves but those beings are the very ones mentioned in the 

text65. We thus seem to have a world of elves without elves. Snorri does it again 

in Skáldskaparmál: after the murder of Hreidmar’s son, Odin dispatches Loki to 

Svartálfheimr so that he can gather a compensation for the murder. Loki acquires 

a treasure from a dwarf (designated as such) named Andvari66. So black elves are 

dwarves going by another name 67, an assertion shared by various authors such 

as Alaric Hall 68. The first to have made such an analysis was Anne Holtsmark, a 

Norwegian scholar in the 1960s. After all, dark elves and black elves behave the 

same way and the term “dwarf” does not occur in Gylfaginning69. In 

Skáldskaparmál, Thor threatens Loki into going to the black elves’ in order to 

replace his wife Sif’s hair that the trickster cut away. The black elves create and 

forge a magical wig of golden hair. These characters are also named dwarves 70.   

The idea of a name substitute is thus very likely.  What about dark elves? 

According to Snorri their color can only reflect their nature. Kind elves are 

luminous. Black elves are evil. Logically, dark elves should be a little of both and 

less evil. Claude Lecouteux follows this reasoning. Snorri is the only person to 

mention these dark elves. There are at best two hypotheses regarding this. 

                                                        
63 Hall Alaric, Elves In Anglo-Saxon England: Matters Of Belief, Health, Gender And 
Identity, p. 24. 
64 Snorri Sturluson (translated by Anthony Faulkes), Edda, p. 28. 
65 Ibid., p. 28. 
66 Ibid., pp. 99-101. 
67 Lecouteux Claude, Les Nains Et Les Elfes Au Moyen-Age, p. 130 
68 Hall Alaric, Elves In Anglo-Saxon England: Matters Of Belief, Health, Gender And 
Identity, p. 24. 
69 Holtsmark Anne, Studier i Snorres mytologi. Skrifter utgift av det Norske-
Videnskaps-akademi i Oslo, Hist-filos. klasse, ny serie 4 (Oslo: 
Universitetsforlaget, 1964), pp. 37-38. 
70 Snorri Sturluson (translated by Anthony Faulkes), Edda, p. 96. 
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   The first is that Snorri is putting Christian angels in mythology. He was writing 

more than two hundred years after the conversion of Iceland and as such must 

have been influenced by Christian doctrine, if not consciously using it to fit the 

pieces of information he had.  Following the Bible, if his elves are angels, then the 

black elves are the fallen angels, those who were disgraced and became demons 

after Lucifer’s rebellion and defeat. But again who were the dark elves then?71  In 

fact, in Germanic countries, the concept of neutral angels was very widespread. It 

claimed that when Lucifer started his rebellion, some angels followed him, others 

stayed on God’s side. But a third group stayed neutral and waited to see how 

things played out. Unfortunately for them, they were punished like the others. 

While Lucifer’s followers were punished and thrown in hell to become black 

demons, the neutral angels were cast upon Earth and became the ancestors of 

fairies, elves, dwarves and the same kind of creatures72. It is not known whether 

Snorri was aware of this story, but it would fit with the ideas he expresses73. 

Light elves or ljósálfar always being shown as celestial creatures, the idea that 

Snorri made a strong parallel with angels is the most likely hypothesis. Indeed, in 

1964, Anne Holtsmark explained that Snorri probably had as a source the 

Elucidarus, where he could very well have taken the concept of Víðbláinn. The 

Elucidarus is a text of Christian theology written in the beginning of the 1100’s. It 

was translated in Icelandic around 1200, so Snorri could have had access to it. 

The Elucidarus portrays a disciple asking questions to his teacher and master so 

that the reader shall better learn Christian ideas. The master explains that there 

are three skies: the visual one which all see, the spiritual one where angels dwell, 

and the third and highest of all where God and the Holy Trinity reside. Angels are 

described as being as beautiful as the sun, and even seven times more74. The very 

description matches that of the pagan angels that are elves. Anne Holtsmark saw 

well already in 1964 the direct parallels between Snorri’s mention of Víðbláinn 

and the Elucidarius and that Snorri was at least influenced by it if he did not copy 
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from it75. With this analysis Anne Holtsmark demonstrated that although both 

Eddas have within poetry that dates from an older time. In the case of Snorri, his 

texts are interesting and revealing of Norse mythology yet are his own 

assemblage of old beliefs and the new Christian faith. It is impossible to know if 

he fully understood what he wrote and where he got it. He tried to fit both belief 

systems together as a jigsaw puzzle with mismatched pieces forced into it, 

forming an overall distorted picture from more ancient beliefs76. However, it 

follows that if dark elves are fallen angels, then dwarves are former rebellious 

angels, reinforcing the good original connotation of elves if Snorri chose those 

creatures77.  

   The other theory is that elves were the souls of the dead. Good-natured and 

rewarding souls are in heaven, and evildoers are underground, in hell. The dark 

elves would be the souls in between, in purgatory78. This middle place was 

already thought of at the time of Snorri’s writings for souls that were neither 

innocent nor truly evil and were to stay a certain time depending on the gravity 

of their sins 79.  

 

   Unlike dwarves, elves had a cult given to them. Jól, the Nordic pagan ancestor of 

Christmas, was also called álfablót or “elves’ sacrifice”. The winter solstice was 

the occasion to remember the dead and to do fertility rites for the coming year. 

Peace and prosperity were prayed for to Freyr as well. This god and elves are 

interconnected to death and life together. The álfablót must have been a truth, as 

the scald Sigvatr Þórðarson tells of how when he was travelling in Sweden in 

1018, farmers did not want to grant him shelter for the night because they were 

celebrating the álfablót80. In Kormákssaga, an account of this man’s life in the 

later part of the 900’s, tells of what elves can do. A man named Þorvarðr had bad 

wounds and so a woman called Þórðís advises him to pour the blood of a bull on 

                                                        
75 Holtsmark Anne, Studier i Snorres mytologi. Skrifter utgift av det Norske-
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76 Ibid. 
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78 Le Goff Jacques, La Naissance Du Purgatoire (Paris: Gallimard, 1981). 
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80 Finnur Jónsson, Skjaldedigtning, vol. 1, 2 vols. (Copenhague, n.d.), p. 221. 
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a mound where elves are supposed to live and to prepare the meat as a meal for 

them. Þorvarðr got well soon after81. But then here elves seem to live 

underground like dwarves82.  Both creatures already appear to get mingled, but 

no dwarves are given a sacrifice, clear signs of a cult. Elves are clearly portrayed 

as superior beings, close to gods, the best parallel being angels. They were 

worshipped in Germanic, Nordic, and Anglo-Saxon countries. Bearing in mind 

such a length of time and so many regions, then it should come as no surprise 

that the elves’ definition was certainly just as diverse. The Æsir were the chief 

gods but a multitude of spirits and supernatural creatures were believed in as 

well. The nature of elves could have easily shifted from one group and function to 

the other, from guardians of individuals and crops to gods with major and minor 

functions. 

 

G. Light Comes Before The Fall 

   The oldest clue indicating what elves were originally could be their etymology: 

the Indo-European word “albh” which means “white”83, which would explain the 

many allusions to light and higher entities linked to the sun and purity.  Elves 

could have been put together as various creatures, meaning a myriad of roles, 

functions and aspects. The texts, although written centuries after their first oral 

composition, testify to that84. It is hard to get a single origin and version, as in the 

myths of the Eddas. Other sagas are not any clearer as Snorri Sturluson’s 

writings85. Álfar over time came to signify land or nature spirits, who had more 

familiar concerns such as helping with crops and the direct environment of rural 

populations86. This shift to nature spirits was not lost on later authors, including 

a future English playwright. Egil in Egilssaga from the early 13th century, invokes 
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for a revenge the land spirits but also elves of the land87. More disturbing, elves 

became associated with femininity as in Njálssaga. For the male characters, this 

is very insulting. Skarphedinn sees his rival Sigmundr and calls him a “red elf” as 

Sigmundr is wearing garments of bright colors. It implies that at that time (12th 

or 13th centuries) elves were linked lack of virility and even homosexuality. Odd 

creatures were grouped with odd behaviors88. But this image carrying heavy 

derogatory connotations are far from the respect due to gods.  

   With the advent of Christianity, monotheism frowned on the cult and sacrifices 

given to intermediaries between humans and multiple pagan gods seen as 

competition and devilry. Elves did not disappear altogether, but stories 

regarding them were about more common matters.  As in the Eddas, they also 

related to a more ancient mythological epoch. They became spirits linked to the 

affairs of farms as giving luck or help, or being blamed if animals got ill or 

kitchenware damaged89. Tales of babies kidnapped by elves describe the 

replacement in the bed as being an old fairy, ugly, and small enough to pass as an 

infant90. The door to fairy dwellings was thought to be the hearthstone itself 

thought large enough to be used by elves in spite of its relatively small size. 

Sometimes a hand would appear to grab a cake baking91.   Those are clearly far 

from God’s or angel’s responsibilities or perspectives on the afterlife. In order to 

literally minimize elves even more, the Christian doctrine often made them very 

small in size, as giving them back their former glory was arduous when losing 

more than a meter. Shakespeare greatly popularized this view of elves in his 16th 

century play A Summer Night’s Dream. In it, Puck says of elves that they are very 

secretive, easily frightened and so small an acorn can be their hiding place92. All 

would have stayed at that if not for a very skilled writer in the 20th century who 

became determined to give back to the elves their former glory and prestige.  

                                                        
87 Ibid, p. 118. 
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89 Colbert David, Les Mondes Magiques Du Seigneur Des Anneaux (Le Pré aux 
Clercs, 2004), pp. 38-39. 
90 Briggs Katharine May, The Vanishing People: A Study Of Traditional Fairy Beliefs 
(Ltd. London: B. T. Batsford, 1978), p. 100. 
91 Briggs Katharine May, The Fairies in English Tradition And Literature (London: 
The University Of Chicago Press, 1967), p.99. 
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II Tolkien Revolution 

A. His Life 

    John Ronald Reuel Tolkien was born in January 1892 and died in September 

1973. He taught Old Anglo-Saxon in Oxford. He was born in South Africa, and 

after his father’s death, he his mother went to England with her two sons. The 

influence of his mother, a devout Catholic, and of the countryside he lived in was 

to be great. Already at an early age he enjoyed inventing languages, as well as 

mythology and literature. He published The Hobbit in 1937 and The Lord Of The 

Rings divided into The Fellowship Of The Ring, The Two Towers and The Return Of 

The King in 1954 and 1955 93.  Tolkien’s most important aspect of his elves’ 

creation was creating their language, which he started early in his life and 

spurred him in his works94. He sought to create a syntax, grammar and evolution 

through the centuries of his Middle-Earth95. Some of his works have been 

published posthumously and still continue to be by his son Christopher Tolkien. 

Texts like The Silmarillion published in 1979, the Book Of Lost Tales, or the 

volumes of The History Of Middle-Earth were annotated before being published 

or the notes kept in the published works. This means that making a coherent 

work of fragments of letters and manuscripts done over years is arduous and 

reveals several versions of Tolkien’s mythology and many ideas96. 

 

B. The Transition 

   It should be noted, however, that Tolkien’s radical shift of elf portrayal was not 

done without transitions. In The Hobbit, Elrond helps the dwarves and their 

companions wisely, but the rest of the elves are seen chanting childish rhymes, 

fitting the romantic idea of elves and fairies of the time. Seriousness and 

connections to higher beings certainly do not radiate from this scene: as the 

                                                        
93 Salu Mary and Farrell Robert T., J.R.R Tolkien: Scholar And Storyteller (London: 
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company enters Elrond’s abode, a song with rhymes such as: “ Your ponies need 

shoeing/ The river is flowin/ O-tra-la-la-lally!” or “ The faggots are reeking, / The 

bannocks are baking!/ O! Tril-lil-lil-lolly! / The valley is jolly , Ha! Ha!97”.  Reading 

then The Lord Of The Rings, the reader would think that the elves seem to have 

mentally grown up and deeply matured. Indeed from The Hobbit, one could 

wonder if apart from Elrond they are the same mystical creatures. They are not 

seen drunk anymore as in the Elvenking’s forest in The Hobbit98, something hard 

to imagine after reading the rest of Tolkien’s works. The singing is still present, 

but the rhymes are no more childlike, they express sadness and mournful 

feelings99. An example is:” Where now she wanders none can tell, / In sunlight or 

in shade;/ For lost of yore was Nimrodel/ And in the mountains strayed.100”. The 

actions and powers that make elves being held in high regard by the other races 

are absent in The Hobbit. In the book of 1937, the elves with butterfly wings 

would not look out of place unlike in The Lord Of The Rings101.  

 

   Tolkien’s elves are tall to contradict Shakespeare’s image. It is noted in the 

book102, but of course even more apparent in the movies, and striking to 

neophytes. It was to counter the idea propagated by Christianity, Shakespeare 

and 19th century romanticism, and to return to the Norse and Germanic texts and 

true origins of elves. After all, if ljósálfar were like angels, them being as tall as 

humans and probably taller would be useful to command respect and awe103.  

   As a result, his elves are more beautiful104 hence tall, refined, sensitive and 

wiser than men. Their main characteristic is that they are immortal105, meaning 
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they can indefinitely practice their skills and expand their knowledge. Elves look 

young in spite of their very long lifespan106. However, those beings’ angelic 

nature is not without complications, giving them a depth absent in the Eddas 

while still retaining an attraction to light and a connection with dwarves.  

 

C. Of Elves And Mortal Men 

     The Silmarillion contains much information regarding how elves and men see 

each other. First and foremost, elves and humans are jealous of one another, so 

much that over time they “became estranged” and witnessed the mortal race as it 

“usurped sunlight”107. Of course humans wish for the elves’ immortality as the 

humans dwelling in Númenor in The Fall Of Númenor chapter, whom hungered 

for the same lifespan as elves and wished to get an immortality they felt they had 

a right to, thereby angering the gods and precipitating their own catastrophic 

demise108, whereas elves get rather tired of it and over the centuries “grow 

weary109”, doomed to become “shadows and memories110”. All that they love 

eventually disappear and they bear witnesses to all the evil and misfortunes 

which might occur111. Even elves, so perfect and close to the gods do not know 

what awaits the souls of humans and are closed to this secret by Ilúvatar, the One 

God. They cannot know everything, even so glorious as they are112.  

   Elves, or Quendi as they call themselves, are immortal and age very slowly, 

watching the earth age just as slowly too. Diseases do not affect them but a very 

bad wound or a severe depression may end their lives113. As said in The 

Silmarillion, even elves that have never been near Ilúvatar and are looked upon 

with disdain by other elves are much more endowed in “wisdom, and skill, and 
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beauty” than mortals. Men are “more frail”, “subject to sickness” and “they grew 

old and died”114. 

   Better yet, elves get reincarnated as seen in The Silmarillion 115, albeit not in 

any way. They get into a body identical to their last, or even their own body if it 

stayed intact. Others are refused reincarnation or chose not to. If the elf gets 

reincarnated as a child, the elf won’t remember his former life immediately and 

shall have to wait. As such, many lives get added to elves. Most elves would 

rather choose their own bodies and continue on an earth that elves have to 

inhabit forever without peace or escape116.  As said in The Silmarillion: “Whereas 

the Elves remain until the end of days, and their love of the Earth and all the 

world is more single and more poignant therefore, and as the years lengthen 

ever more sorrowful117”. Men on the other hand are cast into an unknown 

afterlife118. However, death is called the “gift of Ilúvatar”, which all immortal 

creatures ultimately “envy” and is a “gift of freedom”119.  

 

D.  The Pride Of Beauty And The Price Of Immortality 

   Elves are beautiful of course, to add to the envy of mortals. They have “glory 

and beauty120”. They are taller than humans to insist on their implied dominance 

and superiority and to convey strong impressions 121. The Silmarillion explores 

further this theme of elves being the fairest. It is said that: “Elves and Men were 

of like stature and strength of body, but Elves had greater (…) beauty 122”.  In this 

book, Ilúvatar acknowledges fully and knows that elves are the most beautiful 

creatures of his making123, and elves as well as men are conscious of it as well124. 
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Elves feel that men are greedy, wishing always to know more and acquire more, 

making them sound like Melkor the maleficient dark entity125. However, Melkor 

told the elves that men were created and there because the Valar wish to get rid 

of that fair people, competition plaguing the various races 126. Indeed, eventually 

elves have to leave Middle-Earth and only men shall remain 127.  

   This is well-shown with the story of Númenor in The Silmarillion. The island of 

Númenor was given as a reward for the men who fought alongside the elves 

during the war against Morgoth or Melkor, the evil fallen angel lord, for the 

Silmarili. Númenor was located the closest to Valinor, the idyllic home of the 

elves. But because of its prestige, Sauron played on the pride of the men there 

and the men attempted to conquer Valinor. No men could enter the Blessed Land 

or Realm, so the sea rose and a flood sunk the island and the fleet 128.  Even the 

warnings that reaching the Blessed Land would not make them mortals, the 

Númenóreans still  resented that the most malevolent elves  still got rewarded 

with immortality, “everlasting life” and the “escape from death and the ending of 

delight”129. This event makes elves much more wary of the human race after that 

130. As for men, it is hard to live so near perfect beings and not feel envious. They 

also feel envious because the very names the elves give them and mentioned in 

The Silmarillion  are unflattering and include “The Sickly”, “The Usurpers”, “The 

Self-Cursed”, “The Strangers”, “The Mortals” or “The Night-Fearers”131 and not 

good for a human self-esteem132.  Not all are derogatory, however none fully 

conveys respect. The elves feel superior, know they are, and make it feel so to 

humans, as well as any other creatures representing any kind of superiority over 
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them, however so slight. If they are benevolent towards human, it is often tinged 

with a patronizing feeling or plain superiority. They go as far as assuming what 

gods might be thinking, so close they are to full divinity as The Silmarillion 

contains this interesting passage: “Yet the Elves believe that Men resemble 

Melkor most of all the Ainur133”.  

 

E.  Dwarf Hatred Forever 

   Tolkien, unlike in the Eddas, portrayed elves as being completely different from 

dwarves. In fact, so much that they despise each other, as at first Legolas and 

Gimli when reading The Lord Of The Rings134, discussing and claiming each 

other’s responsibility for the end of the good relationships of the beginnings of 

time135. Tolkien kept with the traditional view that dwarves are short, stocky, 

and live underground. They are also very skillful in metalworking and jealous of 

their gold and creations. Tolkien’s elves on the other hand are modeled after the 

ljósálfar and thus are attracted to light and very beautiful. Indeed being 

luminous, they are very often blond136 as described in The Silmarillion. This last 

point is shown in this very book in that the elves are benevolent towards the 

family or Houses of humans, like the Hador, in which not only the members are 

tall, with little body-hair, white-skinned, blond, and with blue eyes, but also 

brave and intelligent. The founder Hador Goldenhead (hence certainly blond) 

and was “peer of Elven-lords” and in his family people were “yellow-haired” and 

“blue-eyed”137. Other members may be darker-haired, as in the House of Bëor 

whose members may have those traits more frequently, but their family 

members have usually less favor from destiny and the elves138.  They are “dark or 

brown of hair, with grey eyes”139. Interestingly they are “most like to the Noldor 

and most by them140”. However, the Noldor are not the best elven models as 
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described further below.  The Easterlings, invaders into Middle-Earth, are by 

contrast short, dark-haired, hairy, dark of skin, hair and eyes and prefer the 

company of dwarves rather than elves141. 

   Another reason for this hatred is jealousy. Conforming to the Völuspá, Tolkien 

relates the creation of dwarves, but with a twist. The Eddas do not mention how 

elves came into being. In The Silmarillion, elves are the favorite creatures of 

Ilúvatar, the highest god. Yet a Valar, a spirit akin to an angel who helped in 

forging Middle-Earth created the dwarves first, beating Ilúvatar in giving life. 

Very angry, the chief god wants to annihilate the Valar Aulë’s children but the 

latter repents and explains he played a higher god in order to teach to other 

creatures. He wished to emulate Ilúvatar.  Ilúvatar thus ordered dwarves to live 

underground and to lay dormant until he had created the elves, in order for the 

fair people to be the first alive. He also gave the dwarves independent thought142. 

Aulë does not idolize his creatures, unlike Ilúvatar to a certain extent and was 

ready to annihilate them. Ilúvatar makes the elves first in everything and wishes 

to keep it so, even by compromise143. Everything opposes elves and dwarves, 

physically and in squabbling who is technically the most ancient and even their 

creator144. Interestingly, it is mentioned in The Fellowship Of The Ring that at the 

beginning of the history of Middle-Earth, dwarves and elves were in good terms. 

As a relic of that time are the elven symbols and password guarding the entrance 

to the Moria145. However, The Silmarillion not only shows that elves and dwarves 

are much alike in their tastes of shiny things146, but that elves are perhaps worse 

than dwarves for their lust for light, jewels and gold as they slaughtered dwarves 

in order to get it from their bitter enemies147. 
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F. Galadriel Magdalene  

   Things are also rather different in Gimli’s behavior towards the elven queen 

Galadriel in The Fellowship Of The Ring. Far from hating her as an elf, he admires 

her as he would before a goddess148. Indeed, Galadriel is akin to one. She founded 

and protected her home, Lothlórien, like a protecting founding mother, linked to 

nature . Celeborn, her spouse, doesn’t possess this role of nurturing. She greatly 

helps the Fellowship Of The Ring in their quest. By giving love and wisdom, she 

also compares to the Virgin Mary as her compassion even makes Gimli shed 

tears, but even more to Mary Magdalene. She regrets deeply her rebellion against 

the Valar when she was much younger149. If she had stayed in her rebellious 

state, she would have taken the One Ring offered by Frodo. If she had accepted it, 

she would have acquired great power, but also dangerous ambition. If Frodo 

destroyed the Ring, she would lose hers’ power, and the Lothlórien she had built 

with it. If Sauron retrieved it, then surely her refuge would get annihilated 150. 

Refusing Frodo’s indirect temptation was very hard, but she received the 

forgiveness of the Valar thanks to it151.  Indeed, Galadriel is not demure, humble 

and homely like the Holy Virgin. The Virgin Mary is quite passive, whereas 

Galadriel fought in wars. Opposite to Galadriel who has borne children152 , the 

Virgin Mary is a virgin153. Interestingly, her direct rebellion against angels154 puts 

her more in a role akin that of Lucifer.  Another detail to Mary Magdalene is 

Galadriel’s magnificent hair. Fëanor, mesmerized by it, forged the three Silmarili 

after the amazing locks155. Galadriel was her relative, and Fëanor wished to 

capture light, specifically the light radiating from the two magical tree of the 

Valinor paradise156. Gold is mentioned many times in the description of the 
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Lothlórien 157. Gold is light. Galadriel’s home is luminous, pure with no stains. 

Galadriel herself is clad in white, symbol of purity158. Also of peace, which is what 

Galadriel brings. Celeborn and Legolas accuse Gimli, or rather his people, of 

awakening the Balrog demon, but she calms all down 159. She wields a lot of 

power, but refrains from using it. In fact, she could acquire much more with the 

One Ring. As a replacement of Sauron she could easily impose her species’ 

superiority to all160.   

 

H. Better than the Magdalene’s phial of oil 

   The water given by Galariel to Frodo also contains a bright and wonderful 

light161. It is the light of a star, itself one of the three Silmarili162.  This shows the 

affinity with light in the portrayal of elves already in the Eddas. This phial of light 

shall demonstrate its full power against Shelob a giant spider, a creature of 

chaos, evil and darkness by excellence163. This affinity to light is very reminiscent 

of the Eddaic texts and a deep part of the Tolkien elves. 

   The most important magical artifacts in Tolkien’s works are of course the rings 

of power. The elf Celebrimbor forged the three elven rings as said in The 

Silmarillion164. The Lord Of The Rings gives more precisions, especially regarding 

the elven rings. However, the evil lord Sauron forged one to destroy the power of 

the other nineteen given to dwarves, men and elves and put his essence into the 

One Ring while trying to gather or annihilate the others. Interestingly, the three 

rings belonging to the elves were never acquired by Sauron165. Thanks to hers, 
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Galadriel can create a sinless forested paradise 166 and she and Elrond can build 

sanctuaries to their liking in which they could preserve the perfection they 

missed and could thus possess in the midst of Middle-Earth 167. This last 

interpretation makes one think of the elves’ dwellings as a paradise upon 

(Middle-)Earth or a Garden Of Eden, linking elves  to angels. Nonetheless, as 

these earthly paradises were created thanks to magical rings, they seem 

somewhat artificial however tree-friendly.   

 

I. Imperfect Angels So Close To Gods 

   The idea that elves are a transposition of angels is significant in the works of 

Tolkien, even more than in the Eddas, far going beyond a simple definition of 

“angel.” The Silmarillion is again very revealing. It indicates that Eru the supreme 

god or Ilúvatar, created the elves first168. As God would have created angels 

before men, although here Tolkien didn’t quite follow the Eddas, or rather added 

more elements of the Bible. In The Silmarillion, Ilúvatar creates the Ainur, 

definite angels first. Eru created the Universe and the equivalent of angels, the 

Ainur sang a song called the Ainulindalë, describing the future existence first of 

elves then of men169.  However, elves were the first physical beings170 and as 

they dwelt and travelled after their appearance171, it is might be assumed that 

the first elves were already grown and adults and never were children, similarly 

to angels. The Silmarillion further explains that when the first elves eventually 

woke up, they saw stars when they opened their eyes. Elves are consequently 

fond of dusk and dawn because of their distant origins, reinforced by the fact that 

the angelic goddess Varda made stars especially bright172. Light and the heavens 

were at the start of the elves’ existence just like it would be thought of for angels 

in the Christian thought. 
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   The origin of elves continues from The Silmarillion. The first clan of elves was 

the Vanyar and their king is named Ingwe. Ingwë is very close to the god Manwë 

and he entered the paradise land of Valinor and is nearest to the gods173 and his 

people are “the Fair174”, meaning they have “golden hair175” thus blond, putting 

aside the various interpretations that “fair ” might have to do with their sense of 

justice as one interpretation hypothesized176. Their king is called Ingwë, a name 

previously encountered for Freyr, mentioned above and he is the closest to the 

gods of Middle-Earth and is “the most high lord of all the Elvish race177”. The 

reader sees here the elves here are clearly neighbors of the gods, in all senses of 

the term. Hence it is a small wonder that they consider themselves better than 

the other races and they feel that they may act godly.  The second clan was called 

the Noldor, as written in The Silmarillion. They were the most inventive of elves, 

but also the most violent178. Fëanor, the eldest son of their king Finwë, and his 

followers killed other elves in their pride and rebellion started when the he 

forged the precious Silmarils179. However, in the Noldor transpires a lot of the 

elves’ double-nature. The Noldor are makers or warriors, qualities not very well 

becoming of kind gods and the avid reader of the lore of Middle-Earth knows 

those two attributes never come to good. The third and last clan mentioned in 

The Silmarillion were the Teleri180. Also called Nelyar, they are quite attracted to 

water, as well as singing. They like swans and pearls as well. They enjoy 

nature181.  Nature is the domain are divinities in all mythologies and lore and 

swans were linked to Freya sister of the Nordic god Freyr and her valkyries. 

Tolkien had clearly paid attention to elves there. This explains some of the 

names. As said above, the king of the High Elves was called Ingwë, and his clan is 
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called the Vanyar by the other elves182. Vanyar sounds like the Vanir, and Ingwë 

is a synonym to Freyr, prince of the Vanir. Names such as these clearly connect 

the elves to divinity and reinforces their god-like identity, orcs and dwarves 

serving as a fitting contrast to them. 

 

   Singing is also the elves’ great passion, a function of angels and divine nature, a 

sure sign of a gift from the world above. The Silmarillion exploits this fully. 

Lúthien the elf, herself a half-angel, is most gifted in chants and sings when 

coming towards her beloved Beren183.  Her songs will even enchant Carcharoth 

the giant demonic wolf servant of Melkor and even Melkor himself 184.   

   From Tolkien’s mythology a more complicated view of elves emerges upon 

analysis. The Valar are angels and the elves much more perfect men, serving in a 

way as intermediaries between angels and men, but as they are far from being 

perfect, this role is not necessarily in the interest of all, especially for the non-

elves185.  

 

J. Angelic Beauty 

   Elves as complex beings have feelings just as developed. Their eventual 

departure of Middle-Earth is tinged with sadness186. Readers get the feeling they 

had walked and lived on Middle-Earth and grown attached to it 187. Even to 

humans. Tolkien’s works describe unions between elves and humans, the most 

famous being Aragorn and Arwen, and Beren and Lúthien. What is more, the she-

elf Lúthien had as parents Thingol, a great elven noble and high elf and Melian 

whom was a Maia, a lesser angelic being lower than the Valar188. Aragorn and 

Arwen are both descendants of Beren and Lúthien. Lúthien was very beautiful189 
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and Arwen is said to have greatly taken after her as Richard West explains in his 

analysis 190.  Lúthien goes against her father’s wishes and orders in rescuing 

Beren. Her beauty is used consciously in this enterprise. She bewitches her hair 

in growing so long she makes a cloak and rope out of it in order to camouflage 

herself in the dark and escape so that she may go to him 191.  Elves and humans 

can indeed love each other and found families in spite of the differences. Indeed, 

their offspring are the best that mankind can witness and add to their own 

bloodlines. 

 

K. Orcs And Black Elf Disdain 

   Once the reader meets the orcs, he or she sees they are the evil elves.  In The 

Fellowship Of The Ring, Frodo and his companions meet the orcs as a direct and 

fearsome threat. As they go through the mines of the Moria, they get attacked by 

these creatures and their cave troll. The description goes as such: “His broad fat 

flace was swart, his eyes were like coal, and his tongue was red(…)192”. They are 

loathsome in action and looks. The Silmarillion gives a most fitting creation story 

for them. Elves were happy in the beginning of time but feared certain shadows 

that would seize them. The victims were never seen again. It is said that the 

culprits were the servants of Melkor, him being hateful of the children of 

Ilúvatar. These spirits could take immense and terrifying shapes.  According to 

The Silmarillon, elves that got captured were tortured in the jails of a dark 

fortress. They were disfigured and dirtied to the point of not being elves 

anymore. Melkor had created the race of the orcs193. His elves are just as foul as 

the black elves mentioned in the Eddas. Tolkien went beyond the medieval texts 

and gave them a face, a description, nasty habits, and even origins.  

 

   Very interestingly, the term “dark elves” exists in Tolkien’s writings but is not 

used to describe the orcs. Indeed, the dark elves could be the very elves of Middle 
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Earth themselves. They live far from Valinor and cut off from the Valar, living in a 

decaying, changing world surrounded by strange and competing races. The elves 

left Valinor to go after the Silmarili and suffered greatly for it194. The Middle 

Earth would then be a sort of purgatory for them. They resemble fallen angels, 

but they are not evil beings. They are not as pure as the elves which stayed on 

Valinor but not as repulsive as orcs195.  Quite like the neutral angels of folklore 

who did not take sides in the celestial wars and were cast on earth as 

punishment.  Their actions can thus be seen as not exactly pure and in fact elves 

have their own plans for living in Middle Earth. Indeed, the elves that did not stay 

in Middle Earth are called Elves Of Light and they call those who decided to 

remain in the east Dark Elves196. The so-called Dark Elves or Elves Of Darkness 

are away from light and godly perfection and subject to the filthy influence of the 

lesser races and give into their superiority complex.  

 

L. Satanic Pride 

   Elves are the closest, physically, spiritually, and even geographically to the 

angels, the Valar. But are they perfect to the very end? Are they always good? 

Reflecting upon it makes the answer ambiguous yet interesting. The truth is, they 

are until they start tinkering with things. They wish to understand this world to 

the fullest as they are the eternal inhabitants of it. Indeed, they wish to control 

and dominate nature and the world as they are the only ones living on 

unchanging, different from all. They wish for their environment to stop changing 

so their pain will be less. The beauty they love is doomed to end and be gone 

forever. To change this they need to comprehend it and this leads to technology 

and even machines. This for Tolkien put elves on the same level as the monsters 

he created, albeit elves do not decipher the consequences of their actions and so 

repeat their mistakes. The rings of power are not completely bad because they 

have good qualities such as healing, but they allowed Sauron to make his own 

and wreak a greater havoc than if they had never been created. For Tolkien, they 
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were like the inventors and scientists that did not think what would happen if 

others used their creations with bad intentions197. This analysis by David Colbert 

makes sense in light of the elves’ actions. 

 

   Elves are not as benevolent and kind as they may seem. The Silmarillion and the 

Lost Road And Other Writings books express as much. Living on Middle-Earth 

sees to that. After the wars linked to the Silmarili, a lot of elves left Middle-Earth 

for Valinor, sick and tired of what they had experienced198. Those who stayed 

tried to maintain as much as they could to maintain their lifestyle, the world 

shifting while they stayed the same and strived to have it remain as such. 

However, The Silmarillion indicates that the exiled elves could not return to 

Valinor, which became fenced against them199 . This barrier is made of ice and is 

frighteningly cold 200.  Clearly the Noldor had had their chance and now had to 

atone and the stains of Middle-Earth started to detain on them. The Silmarillion 

states that the half-gods became more susceptible to diseases of the mind and 

various weaknesses. The purity of the Blessed Land left them and they 

degenerated. If bodily sickness is not their concern, depression is and living on 

Middle Earth makes them a lot more susceptible to battle-wounds201. Miranda 

Wilcox analyses well the elves’ minds in this. Being quite possessive and very 

reluctant to lose close beings or objects, enjoying the company of mortal beings 

is complicated, unless certain rings might help. The chosen of the Valar are 

closed from the angels that made their superiority. The spiritual superiority 

gone, at least their appearance and beauty is left. And once they go back to 

Valinor, they will be very different by their lives on Middle-Earth from the other 

elves that didn’t leave the Blessed Realm. How will they face their elven brethren 

and what will they think of each other?202  As said above, a hierarchical 

difference was already clearly made by the elves not having left Valinor.  What is 
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more, as the elves, lost their closeness to the Valar, they sought to act more like 

them, knowing they were the purest of the races. They wished to rule over 

beings as well, and humans, dwarves, hobbits and the people of Middle Earth 

would serve just as well, just as they were subjected to Ilúvatar and his Ainur, 

Valar, and Maiar angels. However, infused with their superiority, they acted the 

less like the superiors they wanted to emulate. 

 

M. The Power To Stop Time And Keep Divine Light 

  Magical artifacts could help them in this endeavor to be full gods.  For David 

Colbert in his book it is clearly the case with the rings. The rings of power are 

infused with the elves’ characteristics. The One Ring for example, makes the 

wearers live longer with less effects, such as Gollum who lived more than five 

hundred years203.  The rings stop decay and time, time which could bring change 

and ultimately the end of their superiority. Everything would be eternal, 

including their world domination204. Elves are obsessed with the immutability of 

things.  For Tolkien the elves were guilty of pride and avarice. Tolkien wrote so 

himself. As he said in a letter from 1951 :”There was nothing wrong essential in 

the Elves lingering (…) in the mortal lands of their old heroic deeds. But they 

wanted to have their cake without eating it. The wanted the peace and bliss and 

perfect memory of “The West” and yet to remain on the ordinary earth where 

their prestige as the highest people, above wild Elves, dwarves and Men, was 

greater than at the bottom of the hierarchy in Valinor205”. For Miranda Wilcox 

elves wish for things to be as perfect as in Valinor however on Middle-Earth they 

can even be admired by all other races. After all, in Valinor the Valar would 

always be their betters and superiors. So in spite of its imperfections, Middle-

Earth has some sweet advantages. It is better to rule in hell than serve in heaven 

in their mind. Even though elves keep to themselves because they are aware that 

unlike in Valinor things do not go unchanged in Middle-Earth, time brings 

change, new technology which they could not compete with. Being outcompeted 
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by men sounds worse than living near angels more perfect than they. The Rings 

gone, not only the eleven sanctuaries are no more but also the changes wrought 

by time are ever more felt 206. Elves are not in control, as much as they seem and 

would like to be. 

 

   It is the same with the older story of the Silmarili jewels. The Noldor Fëanor 

created three crystals and captured the light of the two most magnificent trees of 

Valinor. Thus the light so dear to elves could be carried everywhere, no matter 

how far from the trees207. The three Silmarili were exceptional jewels. Fëanor’s 

creations would spark misfortune and pain across the Middle-Earth, whereas he 

had first innocently sought to satisfy his thirst for light. What is more, Fëanor is a 

very good example of how elves can fall prey to pride. Once the trees are dead, 

Fëanor refuses to give the jewels to the Valar or break them so that the divine 

light might be restored and revive the two trees. His refusal is because he knows 

he will never be able to make the same creation, no matter if he spends his 

eternity trying208. This will prompt his downfall, his son’s and that of his people. 

Pride is harshly punished. Fëanor’s sons after intense hardships seize the jewels 

only to become burned by them. Their innocence was lost in their quest. They 

lost everything. Maedhros hurls himself into huge fires with one of the 

Silmaril209. Maglor throws one in the sea and goes mad, walking and singing 

alone on sea beaches210, a twisted version of chanting hymns for eternity. Gladly, 

redemption shall be achieved with the last jewel, stolen from Melkor by Beren 

and Lúthien211, then given to Elwing and Earendil to be put in the heavens as the 

Evening Star212. No one could acquire it and use it for evil in this location, ending 

problems linked to a magical object in a luminous poetic way, at least for a time 

as the lesson didn’t last. In pursuit of the Silmarils the elves behaved horribly and 

met unattractive fates and far from perfection. The Silmarils bring more 
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problems than they solve in spite of their pretty appearance. The perfection is 

outward. However, for humans this near-perfection is very attractive. It is even 

beneficial for human lineages in Tolkien’s very characters. 

 

N. Bow Down To The Supposedly Superior Race 

   Aragorn is the best of men and marries a she-elf, Arwen a fitting match in the 

essay of Deborah Rogers 213. The other union involving an elf and a human 

mirrors that of Aragorn and Arwen. The mortal Beren marries the she-elf 

Lúthien Tinuviel 214. However it is their descendants Aragorn and Arwen that 

marry. And these marriages are very few in Tolkien’s writings. But this little 

elvish inheritance is what produces art, greatness and poetry in the human race. 

Lúthien was very beautiful and operates for good, but as the embodiment of light 

she was first supposed to be blonde like many of the elves but because of his 

wife’s dark hair, Tolkien changed the lock’s hues according to Richard West215. 

The ideas of beauty, light, and hair color is fraught with implications for Richard 

West as golden hair to be compared to light has to be blonde, like Galadriel’s216. 

Moreover, Beren cannot be anything than a mortal man. He cannot become an 

elf. The Silmarillion explores their family tree further. Their daughter Elwing 

shall marry the full elf Earendil217. Their descendants shall be great because their 

ancestors were prime specimens of their own races. The sons of Earendil and 

Elwing were Elrond, father of Arwen who chose to be a full elf. His brother 

named Elros chose to be fully human and became the first king of Númenor 218. It 

seems genealogies determines the characters and that for the fruit of these inter-

racial unions, they have to chose between one world or the other, the human 

seeming more easy to stay into for men, making the she-elf joining them chose 
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the mortal world. For all the good genetics can give to humans, elves are not 

interested in helping humans in this way. Mingling would mean losing their 

exceptional qualities and not being able to rule over humans with near-

unbreakable social and racial barriers. Emma Heitritter dwells deeper into this 

topic of elves and races. Elves are the best and favorite race, known by all. The 

people of Gondor are the best human race because of their elvish heritage, 

however distant219.  Aragorn is therefore the most perfect human220.  Elves are 

tall, flawless, very white of skin and apart from a few exceptions, blond, 

sometimes to the point of being silver-haired as Celeborn 221  as emphasized by 

Emma Heitritter222, all the more attraction to hide their fatal flaws and 

insecurities.  
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III. Post-Tolkien World 

A. His Legacy 

   Tolkien’s legacy was more than fruitful. Thanks to the popularity of his works 

and after the coming out of his trilogy in movie theaters from 2001 to 2003, 

numerous authors have put elvish characters in their works. Each new book or 

movie has the possibility of further altering how elves are portrayed. Peter 

Jackson in Lord Of The Rings trilogy movies stuck to the physical description of 

elves in the books according to Christopher Ritter in his thesis223. However in the 

movies there are less blond elves than mentioned in the books, but that was 

probably due to the intention to not spark any controversies and debates on 

racism. In Christopher Ritter’s thesis, it is explained that fantasy also got a lot of 

attention once the games of Dungeons & Dragons came out in the 1970s, allowing 

gamers to live adventures in a realm similar to that of Middle-Earth224 and video 

games used fantasy elements quickly. In the 1980’s, 1990’s and 2000’s, authors 

made characters more complex, and elves were no exception225. Today, just the 

works of literature portraying elves are daunting in numbers. Even countries 

outside the United Kingdom and the United States have produced works based 

on previous doings that have enjoyed considerable success or show good 

attempts in introducing elves to young readers or those who already appreciate 

them. It is impossible to analyze all of them, as such only two works will be dealt 

with, both French: The Naheulbeuk Dungeon and L’Elfe De Lune. 

 

   Le Donjon de Naheulbeuk is the creation of a man called John Lang who also 

goes by the name of Pen of Chaos. He was born in 1972 in France226 and after 

fourteen years of working on Naheulbeuk has decided to end the series although 
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he shall focus on other adventures and characters227. He is usually the one to 

organize the stories but is aided by friends in doing the audio episodes, comics, 

songs, site and books. Naheulbeuk came into being just for a laugh. It was started 

in September 2000 and six months later the first three audio episodes were put 

online for people to simply enjoy. A lot of the adventure is based on role-playing 

games and fantasy literature. People listened to it, talked to others about it and 

more episodes came out. Spin-offs on their fantasy land, the Terre de Fangh were 

created, but also later comics, novels, and diverse merchandises228.  Of course, 

the success has come with some pressures, auditors and fans complaining that 

Naheulbeuk had become too commercial. Fans also wanted more episodes 

quicker or that characters didn’t do this or that, that the Ogre had gone, or that 

the Elf was too stupid. John Lang explained the merchandizing was done by other 

people and that fans had asked for T-shirts and figurines and that he also had a 

life and hobbies such as music and most of all that it is impossible to please 

everyone and that most fans are happy with the episodes229. John Lang’s 

references to J.R.R. Tolkien are based upon comedy in order to imagine the 

glorious elves as completely ridiculous. This departure from the serious elves 

and their mythology is very refreshing, but also quite eye-opening. In his 

creations, John Lang and his friends pinpoint what is lacking in Tolkien’s 

depiction of elves and the logical consequences if they truly existed. Essential 

things about life that Tolkien omitted or was not willing or interested such as 

sexuality are here taken into account. Characters from Tolkien’s books get 

indirectly criticized as well, putting them into better perspective all the better 

with humor and the shatter of expectations for who saw The Lord Of The Rings 

movies or read the books. 
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B. Fruits And Flaws 

   Naheulbeuk is made for pure entertainment, and as such the elves are comical. 

References to Tolkien are rampant. The story is of a company of various 

characters, human and non-human, entering a dungeon in the land of Fangh or 

Terre de Fangh in order to retrieve a statue so that their employer may 

accomplish a ritual and a prophecy. The characters have no names and are 

simply refer to as their race or competence. The Elf is female and has a squeaky 

voice. In later visual renditions, she is blond, thin, and well-endowed by 

nature230. She is idiotic, making her funny. She constantly squabbles with the 

dwarf character, who himself never misses an opportunity to mock her231. In the 

comics, many of the elves are usually portrayed as blond, but a certain number 

are also seen dark-haired232. The Elf as queen is called “Her Blondness”233. All are 

thin and have a lot of charisma points. Elves do their best to be clean on 

themselves234, as well as other people235. However, their perfection is only 

physical. As explained in the first novel, so that no species on the Terre de Fangh, 

would have the upper hand, each has strong and weak points. The elves’ reside in 

their great naivety and in their very short attention spans. As a result, in 

companies they are the first to fall into traps and die236. Immortality is also 

somewhat put back into question. Elves are eternally young, but they can die and 

go to elf heaven, with no mention of reincarnation. The Elf during a flight bumps 

her head on a branch, gets knocked-out and falls into a river. She drowns, but the 

Sorceress helps in finding a mage to resurrect her. They are not half-gods and no 

other race sees them as divine. They go to heaven, one just for elves. There, they 

listen to music, eat fruits and vegetables, comb ponies, love trees and bunnies, all 
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in an idyllic scenery. They do the same as they usually do, but without dying237. 

Elves are thus technically immortal, but as they die in stupid accidents 

frequently, this immortality can be short-lived and as such elven parents have 

just as many children as humans to compensate for this mortality rate. The elves’ 

naivety prompts them to be a little too honest with people238. Opposite to 

Tolkien’s world, elves cannot aspire to world domination because their 

weaknesses will be the strength of another. The elves’ strong points are being 

talented with their hands, have great charisma, winning figures and immortality 

but they also are very naïve and subject to attention-deficient disorder. Out of 

their forest, their concentration doesn’t last239. Tolkien’s elves suffer from no 

such psychological problems. As they love animals, elves are vegetarian. They 

also do not like the taste of beer and of the majority of alcoholic drinks. Dwarves 

claim this lack of animal proteins is what makes elves stupid240. This idea of elves 

being vegetarian is interesting because it is not mentioned in the Tolkien’s 

writings. Indeed, elves enjoy fine wine as described above, and in The 

Silmarillion, certain elves are described as enjoying hunting extensively241. For 

John Lang, elves are so fond of nature and animals them being vegetarian is a 

rather obvious choice. Killing animals in their treasured forests would not make 

them happy. However, Tolkien did not expand upon the daily lives of elves, 

whether because of lack or time or because it merely wasn’t his prime concern in 

writing his mythology.  
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C. Beauty And Brushes 

   The Elf in the group is as her people: fair. Her body is thin and curvy and she is 

graceful242. However all this is spoiled by a problem in mental capacities. Her 

cleavage shown in drawings is quite revealing as she possesses an “arrogant 

chest”243. It doesn’t show but she is forty. As an immortal being, this is not a long 

time, especially sheltered in a forest so elves do not make much effort in getting 

an education quickly, hence her naïve version. The main dangers of her 

childhood were hail, the wind messing up hair, insect parasiting trees, raspberry 

mildew and the occasional dwarf wishing to set up a mine in the forest. Every 

five years, contests in which combing and brushing ponies are organized. To her 

parents’ great pride, the Elf wins three times in a row in the braiding category. 

Her sisters go do weaving out of jealousy. Her big brother Yaduzef is a talented 

needle smith. Her cousin is a professional archer named Legola with a striking 

resemblance with a certain known Tolkien character, in name and appearance. 

The Elf as an adventurer is not after glory or riches. What she wants is to cure 

little animals and with the money earned from her quests she can buy clothes, 

luxury hairbrushes and quality shampoo244. Along with an interesting detail: the 

long elvish ears move depending on their humor245. The appearances of the elves 

of Middle-Earth are pushed to extremes for laughter. In the movies by Peter 

Jackson, all elves have long flawless hair, even the men and not just reserved to 

Arwen and Galadriel. Having such nice hair must imply care and knowledge and 

in Naheulbeuk this explains the elves’ shampoo obsession and capillary 

knowledge. If elves are so clean, it is because they wash often. Naheulbeuk 

follows logical explanations in describing the elves’ living customs and habits. 
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   The characters are shown gaining level with their actions, increasing their 

experience points just like in a role-playing game. At each level, the elf earns one 

point in charisma and one size in bra bonnet, consistent with her people’s good 

looks. However, elves do not have any destiny points as they already have all the 

advantages in life. Elven queens have everything done for them and as such do 

not gain any level, thus their small chest. Indeed, the Elf shall discover that the 

dress of elven queens are not made for the bust of elves bent on adventure246.  So 

much that a mysterious wise man remarks that the Elf has an “arrogant chest247”. 

Elven royalty does gain a very good charisma bonus, though248. Of course this 

system of gaining levels and experience points, and of getting more charisma as a 

bonus due to chance and experience is not in Tolkien’s books. Taken directly 

from video games and role-playing games, these influences yet fit nicely in the 

Naheulbeuk universe. The elves’ fairness is explained not by the gods’ favors but 

by their royal genealogies or acquired experience.  

 

D. Angelic Innocence 

    Elves in their habits and interests are very childlike. Their activities are soppy. 

Their communities preserve a semblance of innocence. They enjoy picking 

raspberries and combing ponies. They adore trees, bunnies, squirrels, and all 

kinds of animals249. They are innocent in stating aloud what they think and have 

great trouble understanding other species250. The greatest aspect to the elves’ 

naivety or perceived innocence is their complete lack of knowledge regarding 

sexuality. They are very puritan regarding this and young elves are kept at bay of 

these things for as long as possible. Paradoxically, elves living in close contact 

with nature think nothing of nakedness. The Elf wants to bathe and naturally 

undresses in front of the male members of her team, completely unaware of the 
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effects her forms might have on them251. She also undresses on a boat because it 

is hot and she wishes to suntan. However, she will help her group in that 

shooting arrows without clothes will destabilize their attackers252. Likewise, she 

shall remove her garments and show her chest in front of an entire mine of 

dwarves in order to create a diversion and convince the dwarves that things on 

the surface can be beautiful and to ally themselves with other races in order to 

defeat evil. Vanquishing evil and saving the world shall allow dwarves to see 

more of this sight253.  As a queen, the Elf is called on by a male elf while she is 

naked, but being seen nude, queen or not, is of no consequence or even concern, 

as nudity is254. A result of this lack of sexual notions are the large numbers of 

half-elves on the Terre de Fangh 255 as a lot of mortal men take advantage of 

young female elves unaware of what perverts seek. Their innocence is that while 

for them nakedness is quite normal, they are ignorant of sexuality, a great 

paradox of this puritan society256. The elves in Naheulbeuk embody the same 

beauty ideals as in Tolkien’s books. They have white skin, thin shapes, clear eyes 

and are often blond257. Although in Naheulbeuk the female elves have a clear 

tendency to look curvier258. Tolkien did not describe extensively the anatomy of 

elves under their clothes. As they are tall and slim, it is assumed that their chests 

are small. This willowy frame is what Peter Jackson would use in his movies. 

Elves in Naheulbeuk have to wait for the fourth level in order to have the bust 
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augmentation cease259.  Naheulbeuk presents an interesting paradox. Elves have 

no real conception of sexuality yet (or due to that) see no problem in being 

naked. John Lang probably noticed when reading Tolkien’s works that the daily 

lives of elves were not mentioned, and their sexuality even less. Consequently it 

may be assumed that he decided that if sex wasn’t written about, it was because 

elves did not want to. However, elves do have to reproduce somehow. Moreover, 

as elves are obsessed with living in forests and in nature, their main topics of 

conversations and likings would be the animals which dwell in woods. 

Naheulbeuk follows the logical implications of Tolkien’s and Peter Jackson’s 

descriptions. 

 

E. What Is Galadriel’s Conditioner? 

   This insistence on appearance also shows that elves are very knowledgeable in 

shampoos and beauty products. They study and adore those. They are described 

as having very little body hair, so shampoos are what they are most interested 

in260. Indeed, some elven clans are recognizable by the shampoo brand they use, 

as the one named the Lunelbar. The Lunelbar clan is ruled by Norelenilia of 

Nilnerolinor who a clear pastiche of Galadriel. Like hers, Norelenilia’s hair is very 

long and golden, and she never tires of hearing praise of it. Her deep charisma is 

in her hair, hair that is very impressive indeed in drawing. The writer and the 

artist clearly were influenced by Peter Jackson’s movies. Of course, a huge 

majority of the audio saga and all the books and comics were done after the 

release of the Lord Of The Rings movies, making their influence quite felt.  She 

wears clothes of white color261. However, unlike, Gimli, the dwarf of company 

says they are plain ugly262 and tries to cut the elves with his axe because they 

awarded the answer of a riddle to the Elf in all bad conscience263. As Tolkien’s 

elves, they know they are the fairest creatures.  The long time they spend taking 

care of their appearance is reflected in the magic they use. If it does not concern 
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nature, it deals in beauty products. Their hair care is very often magical, 

enchanted hairbrushes and combs. They can spot luxury hair care and know how 

to make the difference between those and cheaper items264. Their obsession with 

hair is clearly seen in that being uncombed or suffer hair damage is the worse 

that can happen. A common torture is to cut one’s hair265. A report of an attack 

on elves brings consternations when it is stated the survivors came back 

disheveled266.  Norelenilia and her clan come upon the adventurers when the 

Ogre smells raspberries. The elf concurs and explains it is the “Loreliane 

Excelsior Shampoo” for dry, long and golden hair. It is very rare and only used by 

the Lunelbar elves thus they must be watching. Norelenilia then steps out of the 

trees with her guard. The Elf doesn’t fear them for they smell of pleasant odors 

and their queen is dressed in fine white fabric with the sunlight reflecting on her 

figure. For her this cannot possibly mean bad intentions267. The Lunelbar elves 

leave the company recommending them to take care of their hair. At this the 

Barbarian throws at them an insult reserved to homosexual people268. This 

shows a cynical take on Middle-Earth elves, however true. Elves’ are beautiful 

and to preserve this would use products to enhance and preserve their beauty. 

Obsessing over their hair would mean losing it akin to deep shame and indeed 

torture. Naheulbeuk also gives another idea of Galadriel. Being fair, she would 

take much pride in it. Norelenilia certainly does and this might make her more 

honest than Galadriel herself. Elves using their magical abilities to make beauty 

products does fit well with their vanity. This same vanity would make them quite 

superficial, judging others by their appearance or even perfume. However, the 

way the Elf is described this reflects more being naïve rather than pure 

meanness in judging others by their appearance only. 
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F. Today In The Lothlórien   

 The Elf becomes queen under the name Selenia III. Her home of Folonariel is 

inspired by the Lothlórien. All the houses are in trees. Indeed everything is tree 

or floral-based. High elves live differently, they adopted many of the ways of 

wealthy humans living in luxury in cities. However, wood elves live in green 

colors, ochre, with pastel, pink and blue. Their clothes are of good and fine for 

fabrics, and molding the body. Unlike in Tolkien’s universe in which elves wear 

medieval clothes, those in Naheulbeuk can be quite short, revealing a lot of elvish 

anatomy, but whether male or female, members of the other species do not 

complain of it. The Sorceress is quite troubled by the male elves, but not as much 

as the male members of the company looking at elvish maidens. The Ranger 

wonders what elves wear in summer as the short clothes are their autumn 

garments. They live among squirrels, ponies and birds. It is a forest, after all269. 

As in the Lothlórien, the company is well-greeted. Female elves come to take care 

of them. Their names are French puns. The male members of the company 

become subjugated by them, losing all notion of time270.  Usually, the queens of 

Folonariel are used to this bucolic environment and so do not know much except 

taking care of their hair. The Ranger thinks wood elves’ lifestyle is soppy and 

cute in a bad way, but they are generous and good-minded. Elven girls are those 

who give vegetarian cakes and manage guests. They tell stories ripe with sweet 

details. The listeners don’t listen to these stories, as they prefer looking at the 

fair maidens. For the guests, a lot of hair brushing and combing is involved271. 

But this is the only good positive for non-elvish people. The banquets have too 

many flowers, too many incomprehensible speeches in elvish and too many 

vegetarian courses272. The furniture in bedroom is decorated with weasels and 

ferrets273. To manage the beautiful forest of Folonariel, the magic used is related 

to nature. It is to make hedges grow, to extract fruit juices, or to hasten the 

making of lembas. No true aggressive spells regarding war, so sheltered they 
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are274. This would make sense as elves in Lothlórien appear to not see other 

races very often and don’t seem to get out of their woods. They know how to 

receive people, but overall, living one’s centuries with the same hobbies and 

among one’s people only would bring an isolationism unbeneficial in the long-

run as some elves went out of their sheltered environment. Naheulbeuk, although 

comical, brings a somewhat realistic analysis on what elves would live everyday. 

 

G. Cries And Care 

   Elves cry a lot, especially when animals die275 but also demonstrate their grief 

noisily if a friend passes away276. Elves are good and benevolent, but it is hard to 

judge because of their limited mental capacities, including the notion of right and 

wrong above protecting trees and little animals and trying to nurse people back 

to health, however badly277. They have great difficulty understanding other 

cultures until the third level, at which point elves are able to grasp non-elvish 

concepts278. This makes it easier for them to follow conversations outside of 

their forests. They can understand the languages of animals, more and more 

species as they gain more levels279. Death is particularly hard upon them because 

they are technically immortal. However, opposite to the elves of Middle-Earth 

that are cold and stoic, those of the Terre De Fangh are rather emotional, 

reinforcing their childish behavior. Having them crying all the time avoids any 

other race taking them seriously. 

   Interestingly, elves are clumsy. The Elf is very bad at archery, except when she 

accidentally hits her comrades280, or when she shoots a good arrow by sheer 

luck281. She does feel sorry about wounding her team members though282. Elves 
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are emotional towards their own as well. Male elves act in a very big brotherly 

fashion: they help little elven girls find their lost combs in ferns and make them 

bread with spreading for their snacks283. The reader gets the idea that elves are 

not arrogant at all here. They are naïve yet nice people. One just has to enter 

their mindset, more easily accessible than that of the elves of Middle-Earth. 

 

H. Superficial Gifts And Royalty 

   As it is the case with Galadriel in The Fellowship Of The Ring, elves give 

presents. However, where Galadriel’s presents end up being useful, those in 

Naheulbeuk are either useless or useful yet ridiculous. The Barbarian is quite 

taken aback when as a gift elves give him combat bracelets called “Bracelets Of 

The Proud Pony” with ponies engraved on those. Yet as it is the elven maiden 

Praline offerering those and kissing him on the cheek, he reconsiders284.  The 

Gnome gets a little dagger that shines blue, only when it is about to rain. The 

Ranger get a Comb of Charisma because a leader has to be well-combed, it is 

essential according to the sylvan people. Of course the Dwarf mocks the young 

man endlessly because of this285.  

The best example is yet given by Norelenilia, also showing another side to 

Galadriel. The elves of Lunelbar follow their queens across their forests and ask 

riddles to passers-by. Like other elves, her pastimes are raspberry cultivation, 

songs in trees, braiding contests and using the Loreliane shampoo. She decided to 

have her clan travel around and give out objects accumulated over the centuries. 

No one has ever been killed if they cannot answer the elves’ answers, Norelenilia 

and her clan probably find themselves an excuse not to. Interestingly as a queen 

she is of high rank and so has never done anything to gain either one level. She is 

still level one and consequently is of a small chest size. Perverts trying to glimpse 

her are disappointed. Her charisma is very present but in her hair286. The Dwarf 
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will have the opposite reaction than Gimli’s to it, merely calling her hair “ugly”287. 

To the Elf, Norelenilia gives a phial of great power, the Phial of Glimed, so that 

“when all light shall have left you, it shall be your most precious ally”288. It is a 

balm for tonifying the face with an amazing bonus for charisma289. Charisma is 

crucial for elves, indeed it is sometimes the only charactristic they possess. 

Consequently, since the dwan of their history, the Fanghian Elven Institute For 

Preserved Beauty has developed the best products done by the best elvish 

researchers. Glimed was an esthetician and enchanter and created the “Beautiful 

Shining Hairbrush”, the nail fibers “Golden Hands”, among other things. He 

worked for hundreds of years for the institute and during thirty years plunged 

into his work in order to create a toning ointment recipe. Eventually he 

succeeded and filled three phials of his extraordinary formula. He used one on 

himself and was quite pleases with what his mirror showed him. He was much 

more handsome than his usual beautiful self. He showed the results to his queen 

but she thought him so fair she got madly jealous and had him catapulted against 

a tree before he could open his mouth. The phial he wanted to offer her got 

crushed in the process. The last phial became an object of legend. The charisma it 

conferred was said to reach +30 whereas the best the Loreliane Excelsior 

shampoo barely get a + 12. The phial was bought, sold and exchanged but no one 

dared use it because of the lethal envy it provoked. One had to be curious or 

desperate enough290.  

   The other ridiculous presents given include the inflatable sword of Casimir, the 

water skis of the Lady Of The Lake, the sugar box of the seven shamans, the 

three-fingered mittens of the leprous beggar of Zoyek among other useless 

things291.  
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   The most unexpected thing is that the phial shall actually be very useful. Much 

later in their adventures, a dimensional door opens and an immense insect-like 

monster called a Katakak with five hundred eyes emerges. The group is cornered 

by it and facing death but the Elf, not knowing what else to do, uses the phial. The 

situation seems desperate enough. She suddenly feels immensely good. The 

monster sees coming towards him an intense light with shining hair and 

laughing eyes. Unused to this sight, it turns away. It looks like nothing he could 

eat. The otherworldly elf cries from happiness and the dwarf silently sheds one 

tear. The elf doesn’t realize this and is merely happy that all her friends want to 

give her kisses292. It is quite a different take on Sam and Frodo’s battle against 

Shelob, the monstrous giant spider. John Lang wondered if in the universe he 

created the presents given by elves would be useful and of what nature they 

would be. For the reader and listener, it seems Norelenilia would give exactly the 

same gift as Galadriel. Then realizing its nature he or she understands the 

absurdity of it, until the Katakak appears. In The Lord Of The Rings one can guess 

the phial of light was going to be useful eventually. With that of Glimed, the 

circumstances of its usefulness come as real surprise. However, considering the 

nature of elves in Naheulbeuk, these presents become well to Norelenilia and her 

people. The history of the phial shows inventiveness on the part of the elves but 

not to create Silmarils, merely cosmetics. The consequences are rather less 

dramatic. However, the elves of the Terre de Fangh do not fit the profile for 

forging something as advanced and refined as the Silmarils. For them, a 

hairbrush or ointment giving more advantages in beauty would be more 

interesting than merely shining jewels. Some gifts relating to weapons are  

grand, but with details that for other races break their first functions such as 

ponies for a barbarian. The little dagger becoming blue in case of a coming 

downpour is clearly much less attractive than one shining blue when orcs are 

coming as Frodo’s. For Naheulbeuk elves, rain and the water it gives to plants is 

thought more important than filthy orcs. Those gifts are precious and logical in 

the elves’ point of view, perhaps even for those living upon Middle-Earth. 
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I. Dwarves Are Mars, Elves Are From Venus 

   The racial tensions between dwarves and elves are clearly outlined in 

Naheulbeuk, listeners and readers delighting in the various insults thrown by the 

pair293. Their conflict has as origin a music contest294. Over time, it became 

merely because the two cultures are radical opposites of each other. Dwarves are 

called in elvish: “ little angry bearded being reaching up to my waist which is 

most pretty295”. Dwarves frown on agriculture, it is something elves do296. It is 

interesting to note that dwarves claim to fear nothing, except being turned into 

an elf297. However, the interactions are not always purely hostile and also reflect 

how badly they know each other intimately. In order to clam down an entire 

mine of dwarves and convince them into participating in a war against evil, a 

priestess convinces the elf to show her bare chest. She does as well, creating a 

diversion and demonstrating to dwarves that things on the surface can be quite 

beautiful298.  The elf reflecting on this thinks the dwarves heads were “funny”, 

not fully realizing what nudity can do to other species299. Her reaction is merely 

an amused one. In Tolkien’s writings, elves would do no such thing, and be 

disgusted by dwarves. The Elf’s train of thought does not reach the hostility her 

race is supposed to have towards dwarves and for her nudity is not even a 

concept. 

   True to their cultural opposition, elves hate consuming alcohol, especially 

beer300, although they do consume a type of raspberry liquor. Dwarves die and 

go to their own heaven, in which they have the possibility to hit some chained 
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elves or even wipe their shoes on their faces301. This might be elf hell and this is 

certainly not mentioned in the descriptions of the afterlife in Tolkien’s 

mythology, but if dwarves had a heaven, it would look like this. In the Elf’s forest, 

the dwarf is unhappy, but regains his smile once he hears about the gold he shall 

earn working for the elves, despite living in a place where nothing is made of 

stone302. As all dwarves, he thinks elves are idiots and that their forests should 

be leveled to the ground303. The Dwarf is interested in the Elf’s coronation crown, 

set in precious metal304. However, he loudly complains that he is bored, that 

there is no beer, and that the coronation is most uninteresting. He also urinated 

in pots containing plants right in front of the elvish nobility305. The Dwarf not 

only criticized the architecture, but also the wood used or the clothes of male 

elves, which are of “discussable taste”306. Strangely, when female elves came near 

him he never said anything to them. He doesn’t care to answer to male men, but 

he is incapable of saying a straight line when spoken to by elvish girls. A lot of 

elves, especially the children, came near him out of curiosity for they had heard 

of his race only in legends and stories. Indeed the legends were true in the 

dwarves’ bad habits and temper307.  As each race lives in their own communities, 

elves tend to forget why they hate each other. The dwarf stays just because he 

shall receive a salary and argues with himself that it will be as if he was stealing 

the gold and money of elves. Moreover, no one in the mines back home shall 

know he works for elves308. The richest food is hazelnut spread on lembas309, far 

from his own meat-rich diet. But the Dwarf sees a silver lining in that he uses the 

elves’ war training to have them grind flour, which they used to do with mortars 

by hand. The worse for the elves are not being exploited (they do not realize 

that) or the cramps but to have dirty and tangled hair. The elves remain polite 
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and courteous despite all this310, showing no real ill intent towards him. Dwarves 

see elves as dressing like “faggots” with well-combed hair and fighting with 

birds311.  The Dwarf resembles more those of board-games and video games, but 

his reaction is more becoming than that of Gimli, after millennia of mutual 

hatred. 

   During an adventure, a dead elf cannot receive the traditional long funeral 

because of lack of time, so his body was changed into a beautiful stone. The 

Dwarf cries and the Elf is moved to tears because she thinks he has actual feeling, 

but the real reason is that as a miner he judges the stone itself very beautiful and 

amazingly done312. If elves are obsessed by their woods, dwarves are by gold and 

stones. Naheulbeuk dwells more upon the obsession of the two races and their 

consequences, albeit in a comical way than Tolkien does.  

   Interestingly, although the Elf and the Dwarf spend their time arguing and 

fighting, a sort of odd attraction on the part of the dwarf develops over time. The 

Dwarf shows his sadness at the Elf’s death313 and his happiness at her 

resurrection 314. He reacts jealously towards her kissing the Ranger315 and he 

does shed a tear at her beauty facing the Katakak316 , a fitting homage to Gimli’s 

reaction. Tolkien described a few unions of elves and humans but not of other 

kinds, as elf and dwarf. Perhaps the comical romance of the Elf and Dwarf might 

end up in a fruitful union of understanding, albeit with humorous fights and 

cultural misunderstandings. Here the ideas of genealogy permeating Tolkien’s 

world are not relevant and the reader merely wonders what the children of those 

two characters might look like and what adventures they could live upon the 

Terre de Fangh.  John Lang puts more cultural contacts than Tolkien, perhaps a 

reflection of modern society and its multiculturalism. 

 

   The reason for the elves’ and dwarves’ hate is quite stupid, but this is a comic 

fantasy series. When men, dwarves and elves were still learning from each other, 
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Gzor the evil lord fueled the hatred of dwarves and elves by sending false elves 

buy things from dwarves and never paying, and false dwarves delivered bad 

armors and faulty arrows to the elves. However it was during a music contest 

that the antagonism reached a critical point. A double agent of Gzor was in the 

judges and did a favoring towards the dwarves. Pig-headed as dwarves are, they 

claimed it was deserved. Dwarves sing well, but the elves were always better. 

The fight degenerated into a war. After a few months, all had forgotten why they 

fought in the first place. The dwarves first lost because they fought each other 

most of the time. They went to and stayed in mines and made tortuous galleries 

so that elves had great difficulty shooting their arrows317. No gods in making the 

two races, merely one to bring discord and enmity. There is no question on who 

was created first, merely about the musical talent of each race. Tolkien’s elves 

adore music. If a contest was organized and dwarves were declared the winners, 

certainly tensions would arise in a violent manner. The nature of elves fit with 

that of Tolkien. The English writer did not think about such a contest and 

outcome but from his writings, John Lang put a comical and rather realistic 

telling.  

 

J. Arrival By Mistake. 

   Elves in Fangh at the beginning of their history were as grand as those in 

Middle-Earth but since their coming to Fangh, they have seriously degenerated. 

They were not created by the gods of chaos, as such chaos itself doesn’t affect 

them as badly as other races. The High Elves came to Fangh from the West by 

sea, five thousand and five hundred years before the events in Naheulbeuk. They 

belonged to the Meuldor clan, and where west exactly is not known, nor why 

they took to sea or even why misfortune sent them to Fangh when there are 

certainly better locations to come to upon this world. Or maybe the group “Elven 

Tour” is just bad. Nothing much is known of the elves that live in their homeland. 

The High Elves were sophisticated, intelligent, tall, and with normal ears. They 

were very good singers. Their magic was also very powerful, elves having their 
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food prepared, clothes spun and objects forged by it. As a result their hands are 

always well-tended. They discovered the bow and thanks to their abilities 

became skilled at it. The elves’ names: Cuitomiël, Unrienmôrn, Gallahadrillette 

are puns inspired by the sound of Tolkien’s elvish names. All elves at that time 

were all white-skinned, blond and blue-eyed, however subject to sunburns. But 

elves were not considered superior or even divine by the other races. Humans, 

barbarians, and dwarves all had the same habits, smells, and beverages. High 

elves were very refined and so the culture shock was great318. During the wars 

between the gods of chaos, the elves would save the Terre de Fangh but would 

also suffer greatly in the process. In Fangh the gods of unpleasantness and chaos 

are dominant. One of them named Khornettoh managed to incarnate himself 

thanks to the worship of his followers and a wizard’s lost spell.  He waged war on 

the dwarves and some elves decided to follow the new trends and became black 

elves. The elves in spite of their superior metabolism suffered for their remedies 

were just herbal tea and scented rags on their foreheads, poor cures against 

demon swords. The elves had such beautiful voices that they defeated demons 

with it, though. Gzor, a servant of Khornettoh acquired powers and created 

demon guitars and let the elves hear the sound. The elves’ ears became pointed s 

a result of the horrible instruments. Gzor also incarnated himself in a most 

handsome appearance, so much even elf maidens succumbed to his charms. 

Duped by his beauty, elves even believed his lies. As gods of chaos fought, the 

effects were that races started to degenerate. Elves resisted but were still hard 

hit, even more so at each new generations. Eventually the gods wounded and 

exiled themselves in another plane of existence. Gzor escaped and the elf 

Téclystère, the most powerful of wizard, fought him. He lost but before dying cast 

a spell on him so that he became a foul tentacled monster, so that no elf could be 

fooled by his beautiful body’s seduction. 319The elves tired and with dirty hair 

took back their combs but realized the effect of all the negative energy they had 
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been exposed to. Those who were the less contaminated and smarter left on 

their ships again. The others spread and decided to settle in woods. However, to 

decide to rest a while for elves means several centuries and ultimately staying. 

During that time, the first half-elves were born: Belgamël was a wise elf whom 

had been left with mental deficiencies due to a blow. Na’Kuneboë was a red-

haired warrior who had been captured and submitted to demons. Belgamël 

delivered her and they fell in love. They should have stayed in a Platonic 

relationship as it was appropriate, instead they did with pleasure activities that 

the fair people did unwillingly and just to have children. As explained above, in 

Naheulbeuk, the sexual of education for elves is very problematic. This society is 

very prude and young elves are kept from the things of life for as long as 

possible. As such, elves are very naïve in this domain, so various individuals 

exploit this to satisfy their own perverted desires. This time though, it was a 

human female who initiated it, helped by chaos and her mate’s former head 

blow. The first elves that were born on the Terre de Fangh were half-elves, 

somewhat a similar situation as in Middle-Earth in which Elrond, one of the most 

ancient elves is actually half-human. Tired of conflicts, elves definitely retreated 

in forests. Some elves’ hair became very white and they started to have 

obsessive-compulsive behaviors such as picking raspberries. Others felt in the 

chaotic essence the will to roam roads in black chariots and horses. They dress in 

leather jackets. However they are quite harmless, apart from empregnanting all 

humans and elven females they see. Others still became minstrels. The children 

of Na’Kuneboë and Belgamël multiplied fast and settled along riverbanks, 

building a lot of prostitution houses along the way. In the Terre of Fangh, only a 

few pure Meuldors are left and are wizards, warriors or merely travelers. They 

are the rare that had immunity against the chaos that affected their race so badly. 

Out of time and immortal, they drink no alcohol, merely eat a little lembas, have 

no sex, seldom talk and sing mournful songs. They seem wise but the truth is of 

another nature: they are depressed and thus in catatonic state because somehow 

they missed the last ship leaving Fangh and are doomed to spend eternity stuck 

in such a bad place. Forest elves have been more affected by chaos in the passing 

centuries. A few have remained alive and intelligent, as well as skilled in front of 
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each worse new generation320. Tinged with humor, the telling is eerily similar to 

that of the elves of Tolkien. Elves that came to Middle-Earth got stained and lost 

their perfection albeit not as drastically as those of Naheulbeuk. However, where 

Tolkien set up a series of mythological events and a geography along with it, John 

Lang and his friends merely claim ignorance. The last elves are mournful, but not 

because they see the world decaying. The Terre de Fangh is decayed to start 

with. Where Tolkien made think of a golden past, John Lang offers us a more 

realistic picture. The Terre de Fangh is like ours, complicated and messy and thus 

more relatable than Middle-Earth. The names are similar, but the laughable 

aspects and events are similar to what could happen in our world. 

 

K. Lucienne Superficial Superstar 

   Another great parallel to the History of Middle-Earth is the legend of Bernard 

and Lucienne, French names mirroring those of Beren and Lúthien. When the last 

elves left the Terre de Fangh, the two last boats took the first elves that came. 

The tardy ones had to stay o shore, explaining the sad looks of the Meuldors. 

Lucienne had black hair and saw that elven maidens fairer than she had boarded 

the boats. Her rivals gone, she could stay the fairest for a few centuries at least. 

Almost all of the Meuldors are blond and her hair color should have indicated to 

her parents that something was off. Each year Lucienne was elected Miss 

Meuldor. Her community lived recluse, even from other elves. Bernard, a knight 

with a very low fortune, saw her one day as she was repeating her choregraphy 

for the next Miss Meuldor elections. Her father Turigol told him that for her 

hand, he would have to retrieve the legendary Stick of Teclystere in Gzor’s 

fortress. However if the stick was touched by any chaotic creature, it would kill it. 

Thus Bernard was sent off to “one of the worse moronic quest of the whole Terre 

de Fangh”. Bernard and Lucienne sneaked into Gzor’s castle under a dead pig’s 

carcass. They entered Gzor’s apartments and Lucienne did hr Miss Meuldor 

choregraphy to distract him. She had also instructed Bernard on the danger of 

the stick and he took gloves to seize it, thwarting Turigol’s plans. Gzor saw this 
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and furious touched the stick. Being most chaotic, the sick created a dreadful 

blast of energy. Gzor lost an eye and a tentacle. Bernard lost his right hand 

holding the stick.  They fled. Turigol asked for the stick and Bernard said it was in 

its right hand, itself in Gzor’s fortress, just like Beren’s was in the giant wolf’s 

belly, still clutching the Silmaril. Turingol let his daughter and Beren marry 

despite his shame. The two lovers had only one child, the Meuldor being chaste. 

The child was half-elven321. This story has no epic battles and sacrifice to 

immortality, merely a knight having to wait for a beautiful elf’s favors and not 

getting much in return from the number of children conceived. The account 

touches on themes not talked about by Tolkien, such as male frustration and the 

obsession of beauty although the father-in-law sending a hapless mortal on a 

sure-to-fail quest remains. Yet again, the Naheulbeuk stories reflect the direct 

consequences unthought of by Tolkien in his serious adventures. Having only 

one child seems odd for two lovers indeed. No magical hair made into a cloak, a 

simple carcass suffices to slip into Gzor’s place. It is much less poetic, much more 

realistic and breaks the beautiful story woven by Tolkien. Tolkien’s stories are 

pleasant to read, but imagining them as comedy makes knowing them even more 

entertaining. 

 

L. Black Is Better 

   The Dungeon & Dragons games introduced black elves, called Drows. However 

they are not orcs and merely elves looked down upon by higher elves. Their skin 

is black, making them deserve their names. They are violent, mean and very 

aggressive322. In Naheulbeuk, the black elves are similar physically to those of 

Dungeons & Dragons. They are very different from their forest cousins in 

psychology and origins. The black elves on the Terre de Fangh are more 

aggressive, but clearly more intelligent and much more morbid in their activities. 

They refuse to use a bow and arrow and prefer knives. They came into being 

when sensing that new opportunities to rebel were available some high elves 
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went to Slanoush, the god perversities and secret. The black elves indeed get 

away from other elves because they are smarter. They are from the Meuldor 

lineage and inherited more of their curiosity. They left the other elves with the 

blond hair and uninteresting hobbies. The sharing of genes was very unequal. 

The first elves born on the Terre de Fangh had never seen any other lands and 

living near humans decided to rebel. They went to Slanoush’s temple. They 

learned sex, dirty jokes, necromancy, dagger fighting, back stabbing, shape-

shifting, and other things. The god Niourgl took their immortality so these elves 

would know what was important in life. The problem was that they were not 

given their new life expectancy, it stayed the same. They were marked by chaos 

and to show they belonged to the Terre de Fangh, they were fairer than the day, 

so their skin became dark like night and by opposition their golden hair became 

silver. Indeed, a clear skin was frowned upon. When they saw their relatives 

again, the fall of their species had already started and were merely asked where 

they had suntanned. The black elves congratulated themselves of their choice. 

They have cut the links with other members of their species since then323. This 

makes black elves more interesting than their fellow elves in Naheulbeuk. Usually 

black elves are seen as evil counterparts to the general good elves, but on the 

Terre de Fangh, the good elves are naive and soppy thereby making the drows 

more intelligent and interesting. However, few things are known about them, 

such as details of their daily lives. Their skin tone is not of a deep black as shown 

in the Naheulbeuk comics, but rather like that of Africans. As a people, they are 

more interesting to talk to for other races. They might be evil or not and are 

better judges of people. John Lang provides black elves with a dualistic nature, 

unrelated to the skin tone of characters, unlike what Tolkien had done with 

blond and white-skinned elves. In this John Lang and his team wasn’t alone 

though. 
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M. Luna 

   Born in Normandy in 1972324, Elodie Tirel is a Spanish teacher in Saint-Malo in 

Brittany, France, living with her husband and two daughters. A great admirer of 

Tolkien, she started writing fantasy novels at the end of 2004. Her passion is 

fueled by the ideas rife in her mind. She won the Merlin Prize in 2008 and in the 

spring of 2009 published the first three volumes of her series called “L’Elfe De 

Lune” (“The Moon Elf”). The series is currently finished (it has ended in 2013) 

and has twelve volumes. They have been published in Québec as well325.  

   Luna, the protagonist, is a moon elf is followed growing up from being twelve to 

seventeen. She is seen evolving throughout the years and though she is altruistic, 

she still has a little temper. The other characters go through changes over time as 

well 326. The series has different elf races, some of which not inspired by 

Tolkien’s writings but more by other novels and post-Tolkien role-playing 

games. Her elves, however, are a little smaller than humans, but not by much. 

Very intelligent, they can also use magic naturally and instinctively. They have 

the ability to see in the dark and are very skilled with bows and swords. Indeed, 

their very physical and endurance abilities exceed that of other races. 

Nonetheless, they are not perfect beings. Luna grows up in a time in which the 

past has witnessed long and violent wars between different elvish clans and 

races. This means elves as a whole are low in numbers. This has also induced a 

climate of elvish communities retreating into themselves327. Like in Tolkien’s 

books, elves live apart from other creatures, away from contacts with other races 

apart their own. They are very talented and beautiful. However, they are shorter 

than humans, a clear demarcation from Tolkien or John Lang, but which would fit 

well with the elves being slim and delicate-looking. Seeing in the dark is an 

attribute seen in Naheulbeuk but not in Tolkien’s creations. The pointed ears 
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seem to be the best way to recognize them, except for black elves and winged 

elves, as the size is no more an indication. 

   It is a series for early teenagers, or even children, but it is not because it is for 

young readers that it is necessarily sugar-coated. Indeed, in the first volume 

there are right from the start scenes of attack and slaughter, slave auctions and 

rape as well as mentions of ritual sacrifices. Ambrethil is a silver elf princess 

whose travelling party was attacked by black elf warriors. Sold in the slave 

market in the black elf city of Rhasgarrok with her sylvan elf servant, she was 

bought by a rich black elf sorcerer called Elkantar And’Thriel. In spite of taking 

her by force in order to get her pregnant and give him a female heir, he had small 

gestures of affection. When she gave birth to a little girl looking like a moon elf, 

Ambrethil knew well that her baby didn’t look like a drow and to spare her being 

ritually killed, she sent her away with her nurse328. Luna was raised by wolves in 

a forest and by the nurse’s brother, a sylvan elf living as a hermit. At 12, she saw 

a dead drow warrior and her wolf pack family killed by monsters. She 

instinctively killed them with magic and only her would brother Elbion 

survived329. She fled, but leading her to a series of adventures, getting her to 

meet her cousin, her mother, her sister and an array of characters, creatures and 

divinities. The plots are relatively simple, but this series is written for young 

readers. Yet the stories are endearing and the readers get introduced to fantasy. 

The elves bear a lot of resemblances to that of Tolkien but only in their 

appearance. The elves are very similar to those encountered in The Legend Of 

Drizzt series by R.A. Salvatore, although the Drizzt series itself has elves looking a 

lot like those in Lord Of The Rings. No matter what the degree of generation, 

Tolkien’s legacy is felt one way or the other. The elves portrayed have more 

distinctive characters than those of Tolkien and over the volumes readers 

discover elves are more than their physical attributes. Black elves are not always 

evil and winged elves can be most cruel, resembling angels only in appearance. 

The various elvish races allow the author to have readers think back on their 

assumptions. 

 

                                                        
328 Ibid, pp. 9-21. 
329 Ibid, pp. 45-46, 63-75 and 87-94. 
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N. Varied Elven Races 

   Silver Elves or Moon Elves are very clear of skin to the point of being almost 

blue. Their hair is silver white, of a very clear blond or even bluish330. This would 

fit with Tolkien’s views of elves, although the bluish tinges are a new element. 

Tolkien drew on known physical characteristics. However this makes Elodie 

Tirel’s elves somewhat alien in appearance and even more strange and exotic for 

humans. For onlookers, elves would seem other-worldly indeed. 

 

   Black elves are very present in the novel. Indeed, Luna is half black elf or drow. 

The very names of these elves, their appearances, their manners and customs 

show a direct inspiration from the books describing the adventures of Drizzt 

Do’Urden331. Black elves have black skin and hair silver white or black. Their 

eyes are sometimes red. Their temperament is evil in nature, and they are cruel 

and sadistic. Their society is constant with contentions for power, plots and 

betrayal. Drows resent being exiled in the subterranean city of Rhasgarrok. They 

despise other races, especially other elves. Those who aren’t killed or sacrificed 

are merely tolerated for trade or simply as slaves.  The drows worship Lloth, a 

monstrous spider goddess. Their society is matriarchal, and the high priestess is 

in charge of everything332. The women are also warriors in the army, although 

men will be integrated in it eventually. Black elf females are treated like royalty. 

Male drows are sometimes kidnapped and fight in arenas333. However, some 

might integrate the extended family334 or become fairly esteemed necromancers 

or invokaters335. Others still are quite happy with the society they live in336. 

Sacrifices to Lloth are common337. The spider emblems and strict female 

                                                        
330 Ibid, p. 260. 
331 Salvatore R.A., Terre Natale, La Légende De Drizzt 1 (Paris, France: 
Bragelonne-Milady, 2008), pp. 88-89, 229-232, 309 
332 Tirel Elodie, Le Palais Des Brumes, L’Elfe De Lune 8 (Québec, Canada: Editions 
Michel Quintin, 2011), p.338. 
333 Tirel Elodie, La Cité Maudite, pp. 77-85. 
334 Tirel Elodie, Le Combat Des Dieux, L’Elfe De Lune 3 (Québec, Canada: Editions 
Michel Quintin, 2009), pp. 224-229. 
335 Tirel Elodie, La Cité Maudite, pp. 12 and 15-16. 
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hierarchy, indeed the very name of the spider goddess, albeit one change in the 

spelling, are the same: in R.A. Salvatore’s novels, she is called Lolth338. Drows 

have the same skin tones as Africans, as seen on cover illustrations, and not just 

in this series. In Naheulbeuk too339, copying earlier conceptions. However, the 

facial features themselves are European. They are not necessarily evil, though340. 

Black elves live underground341, like dwarves, blurring a little the distinction 

between the two as in the Prose Edda. Drows can yet be good-natured342 just like 

other elf species may have bad intentions343. For Snorri and Tolkien, black is bad 

and white is good. If it is imprinted in the skin, it is the nature of a being that is 

revealed. At first sight, it seems that things are just as clear in the Elfe De Lune 

series. Sacrifices and violence permeate drow society and living underground 

sounds most unappealing. However, reading through the novels and meeting 

characters, the reader is forced to revise his or her judgment. Many black elf 

characters show compassion and love, although many are black elves only by one 

parent and not fully, somewhat putting back into question Elodie Tirel’s breaking 

of racial codes. 

 

   The Avariels or Winged Elves have big soft wings, like angels, allowing them to 

fly. They live high in a city among mountains344. Luna will trust at first a beautiful 

avariel girl, but ultimately revealing how deadly she is in her behavior and trying 

to use and back-stab Luna, even responsible in killing her own queen and her 

god, whom she was supposed to serve345. She used her beauty to achieve her 

maleficient goals and goodness cannot be determined by skin and hair color.  

They look like angels, also an interesting similitude to the Prose Edda. However 

they are not perfect and subject to death. Elves, even the winged ones, are not 

                                                        
338 Salvatore R.A., Terre Natale, pp. 120-121 and pp. 245-246. 
339 Lang John, Poinsot Marion, and Sabater Sylvie, Le Donjon De Naheulbeuk Tome 
11 Quatriéme Saison Partie 2, pp. 44-45. 
340 Lang John, Le Conseil De Suak, pp. 219-222. 
341 Tirel Elodie, La Cité Maudite, pp. 9-10. 
342 Ibid, pp. 159-160. 
343 Tirel Elodie, La Dernière Dragonne, L’Elfe De Lune 4 (Québec, Canada: 
Editions Michel Quintin, 2009), pp. 246-251. 
344 Tirel Elodie, La Fleur De Sang, L’Elfe De Lune 5 (Québec, Canada: Editions 
Michel Quintin, 2010), pp. 310-311. 
345 Tirel Elodie, La Dernière Dragonne, pp. 249-252. 
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immortal and are not intermediaries between gods and earth-dwellers. Those 

that are such intermediaries are exceptions. Those elves resemble those of 

Naheulbeuk, the comical sides missing. They are merely a race among others.  

 

   Sun Elves or Golden Elves have a skin like bronze, and their hair is of gold or 

bronze color. They are considered the most beautiful and proud of all elves346. 

Kendhal is an intelligent and brave elf very affectionate towards Luna347. His 

general called Bromyr, a sun elf as well, tried to falsely accuse good drows of 

treason in order to get revenge upon drows as a whole348. Having angel’s hair of 

gold does not make them more powerful or noble of heart. However they are 

considered the most beautiful of elves, meeting Tolkien’s views about hair color 

yet their skin color is rather sun-tanned and not very pale. Elodie Tirel’s beauty 

standards in the world she created are slightly different than Tolkien yet familiar 

to all readers.  

 

   Sylvan elves have skin in a copper tone and green eyes. They are the only elves 

to truly live in harmony with their nature and their environment. They were the 

first victims of drow raids and attacks, as such few survivors are still alive and 

some of them live as hermits349.  They live in nature, like spirits of nature 

although no one gives them offerings for good harvests. In their woods they are 

very similar the woodland elves of Lothlórien and Naheulbeuk, living among 

trees. However, they become servants to other elvish races, implying a clear 

hierarchy among elves themselves, something  less seen in the books taking 

place in Tolkien’s universe although present.  

 

O. Complex Racial Interactions 

   Elves from different kinds can mate and have babies together. The resulting 

children often combine traits from both parents, but not always. They share the 

beauty of their parents though. There are certain exceptions, such as Zéhoul, a 

                                                        
346 Tirel Elodie, La Vengeance Des Elfes Noirs, L’Elfe De Lune 2 (Québec, Canada: 
Editions Michel Quintin, 2009), p. 286. 
347 Tirel Elodie, Les Adorateurs Du Scorpion, pp. 23-25. 
348 Ibid, pp. 317-325. 
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drow and avariel offspring. She inherited wings from her father, but they are 

under-developped and useless. Rejected and bitter, she has aged badly and had 

to ally herself with the worse people and species and killed in treason350. Her 

partnership with dragons was fatal to her351. Ambrethil had two daughters with 

a black elf, albeit unwillingly. Her sister married a black elf, all silver elf royalty 

as she was352. Luna is half drow and clearly not a bad person. Her sister Sylnor is 

evil, tormented, and psychologically damaged, due to a life spent in the drow 

clergy serving Lloth353.   

In the community of Latharils where good elves live, each in their own palaces, 

all agree that only mixed marriages will help end tensions354. Tolkien’s elves are 

stricter in their marriages with their own clans, reflecting a form of disdain. Elves 

mate between each other, but not with other species, except drows in monstrous 

magical hybrids as the urbams355. This reflects well the few marriages with 

humans elves have agreed to in Tolkien’s works. In Elodie Tirel’s writings mating 

between elvish clans is not always well-considered. The drows usually hate it 

and Zéhoul was outcast because of her parents’ love. Elves can express a deep 

sense of hierarchy and even racism even towards each other. More varied, the 

elves here resemble yet Tolkien’s in their disdain at least for some. 

 

P. What Tolkien Did Not Say 

   Elves here are not vegetarian. They do love refined foods as well. Luna was 

raised by wolves thus she was used to eating meat356. Elven royalty enjoy fine 

meals357, but also fine clothes and fabrics358. Luna was raised in a forest, as such 

acts like a feral child or like a wood elf. She refused to do classes of good manners 
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much to the dismay of the instructor359. Her refusal of nobility goes further. Luna 

will kill people, including her own father, albeit unknowingly and in self-defense, 

and this in the first volume360. In the seventh volume, there are indications of 

male homosexuality in a black elf361, without judgment and portrayed as being a 

simple fact. Something Tolkien never touched on, in spite of elves’ ambiguous 

appearance. In the third volume, Kendhal, a sun elf friend of Luna, is auctioned as 

a slave with comments from the seller how handsome he is and a sure thing to 

enjoy for “whoever likes blond suntanned young men362”. It is assumed the 

audience contains male and female drows interested in such a sale363. Elves can 

be as bad as humans, something unthinkable if one imagines Arwen, Legolas or 

Lúthien. Being an elf is not synonymous with respecting all nature and changing 

one’s diet. In terms of sexuality elves have their needs and express them. The 

difference between elves and humans seem only physical. Tolkien’s elves became 

guilty of killing, but not to the extent of Elodie Tirel’s are. Moreover, Tolkien’s 

elves, although cold and arrogant do not practice slavery. However, Elodie Tirel 

touches on the interesting topic of masculinity and virility among elves, 

something John Lang merely had two characters mentioned.  

 

Q. Choose Wisely Your Immortality 

   In this series, elves are not immortal. They do reach immortality after their 

death in the afterlife. They age like humans364. Luna through her adventures will 

discover more about the afterlife herself. Elves know they become angels if they 

have been good, or spirits to protect the homes of their living relatives365. Elves 

use much more magic than in Lord Of The Rings or in Naheulbeuk. In L’Elfe De 

Lune, elves do magic extensively or even instinctively as in Luna in case of a 

traumatic event366. Luna’s sister, Sylnor, gets her magical power from the 

                                                        
359 Ibid, pp. 97-103. 
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goddess Lloth herself367. In magical abilities some elves are more gifted than 

others. One of Sylnor’s powers is to change into a giant spider368. Luna can 

communicate with wolves369. The good elves’ sanctuary is the forest of Laltharils 

protected by the very spirit of the forest itself. Even the fire of dragons could not 

harm it370. Elves use magical protection for their sanctuaries as in The Lord Of 

The Rings. However, no elves in Tolkien’s world can change their shape or talk 

with animals. Respecting the environment fully would imply such abilities, but 

the elves of the Elfe De Lune series use much more magic than those of Middle-

Earth. They can live much more in symbiosis with nature. 

   No one believes they are god-like, not even themselves. They have their own set 

of divinities named Abzagal, Eilistraée or Naak371. The worshippers make their 

gods exist. If none believes in them or prays to them, they are doomed to fade 

away. Eilistraee is benevolent and the goddess of love and good things and 

daughter of Lloth, evil goddess of black elves. Gods have genealogies and have 

their own domains. They wage war between each other and magical artifacts can 

help them in this. They can communicate with their worshippers in dreams and 

temples, as well as through a magical globe. If they are dispossessed of it they 

cannot communicate with their worshippers anymore and thus puts them in 

great danger372. Gods are very dependant on mortals to exist and elves can thus 

technically kill their own gods. Elves create their own afterlife, whereas in The 

Silmarillion, gods are much more united and have existed for much longer than 

elves or men. Both books have a completely opposite view of divinity. If believers 

make their own afterlife, nothing is hidden, mysterious or restrictive about it 

unlike in Ilúvatar’s designs. 

   Bad elves go to a place called the Palace Of Mists. Several towers represent 

various punishments373. Luna passing through there will meet her father. Her 

father is not seen as evil, far from it. He doesn’t even grudge her for killing him. 

After all, she murdered him not knowing he was her genitor and he argued that 
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he would have done the same. He confirms to her he did love Ambrethil in his 

own way. He forced her to have children only twice, and didn’t force himself on 

her once he had what he wanted. He did bad things out of good intentions. He 

had probably communication problems and had suffered a lot through the harsh 

loveless drow education374. Speaking to Luna, he expressed regret and killed his 

own father himself visiting the afterlife in order to protect his daughter. Yet as a 

drow, he feels proud that Sylnor became high priestess or matron of the Lloth 

clergy despite the emotional damages and psychological scars wrought on her375. 

He is not bad in himself, not like his own father who became similar as a living 

mummy by delving into dark magic and going so much into the morbid part of 

the afterlife376. This scene offers a glimpse into the psychology of black elves and 

provides an explanation for their cruel nature. It excuses their behavior beyond 

their skin color. Luna’s father explains his reasons behind his actions. 

Interestingly, the Palace Of Mists is not a choice for bad souls. Only rewarding 

souls reach the afterlife of their dreams. A view which would appeal to Snorri 

certainly. Hell is what awaits the bad. However, elves get no exceptions in getting 

there. Torture is not seen but staying there among other lost souls doesn’t seem 

attractive. 

 

R. Racial Mating Is Allowed As Long As Non-Elves Are Not Involved. 

   Interestingly, elves do not meet many humans. Human cities and ports were 

destroyed by drows and dragons377. The few humans Luna meet are slaves, their 

sellers378 and people who manifest their distrust of elves in a village and 

accusing her of being a witch. Luna manages to flee, avoiding a stake and 

burning379. They express fear and distrust at her sight, especially her fear. 

However, it is not known if it is because of elves never interacting with other 

species or human ignorance. The incomprehension of races is not exclusive to 
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Middle-Earth. Luckily authors of all horizons are here to bridge this imaginative 

gap, always a mirror, however distorted, of our own cultures and societies. 

 

Conclusion: 

   John Lang and Elodie Tirel are two authors among many others but both relied 

on Tolkien to create their own worlds, whether in getting direct inspiration or in 

clearly departing from his conceptions. The latter makes us ponder upon what 

we think elves are and why. They analyze and comment Tolkien’s work and their 

readers thus rethink what exactly elves are as creatures. Making them stupid or 

short is refreshing. Portraying them as shallow and obsessive about their hair is 

indeed logical regarding their nature in The Silmarillion. Elodie Tirel and John 

Lang only add to the luster of these beings. Elves have come a long way since the 

Middle Ages to the point of being usual in fantasy literature. Many other novels 

published in France and even more worldwide have elves, some a fitting homage 

to the creator of the Middle-Earth. One of the most praised is the Inheritance 

series written by Christopher Paolini. Here the elves greatly mirror Tolkien’s 

although their hair color is a bit more diverse. However, they are most fair, 

superior to humans and very skilled380. They are immortal, yet have no 

knowledge of the afterlife whatsoever whether their own or of other species381. 

The Elves trilogy by the German author Bernhard Hennen throws the reader into 

the point of view of humans and elves in a realm fraught with Scandinavian and 

Germanic myths and legends. The creatures described would fit with no 

difficulty into Tolkien’s world. A giant boar resembling a human attacking a 

village382, a forest in which trees can think for themselves383, a human child to 

give to the elves in exchange for help in order to have an intermediary between 

both worlds384, all three books would nicely add to The Silmarillion or the Prose 

Edda. The human visiting the elves gives the reader his perspective on things, for 
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example thinking that elven maidens are quite attractive, but with no curves and 

flat-chested, resembling more children and dampening his desire385. The 

chapters on elves give us their points of view on humanity as well as the 

opposite386. In all those books humans and elves interact and reflect upon one 

another. This is where elves take their full significance. From the Eddas to the 

world of Elodie Tirel, each writer has put the ideas they had of elves onto 

parchment or paper. Those ideas reflect their times and influences. Religion 

permeated the Eddas. Tolkien’s books as well, yet the idea of hierarchy and 

nature determined by appearance and race takes importance. Elodie Tirel 

smashes these ideas to a certain extent and Naheulbeuk finds comedy in it. Elves 

are beautiful and attractive, and they reflect not only beauty standards proper to 

all but also its implications, again mirroring our own world, this one real and not 

just a fantasy.  
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